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ABSTRACT

PART I: ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT OF BEAM-FOIL

MUONIUM

PART II: MUON INJECTION SIMULATION FOR A NEW MUON g-2

EXPERIMENT

by

Hyo Eun Ahn

Part I: Angular Distribution Measurement of Beam-Foil Muonium

The angular and energy distributions of positive muons (p+) and muonium (M )

produced by the beam-foil [B0I8I] method have been measured for the first time. A 7

MeV/c subsurface fi+ beam [Bad85] was delivered to our apparatus from the Stopped

Muon Channel [Tho79] at the Los Alamos Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Fa-

cility (LAMPF). The p+ formed M by electron capture in a thin Al target foil (0.21

mg/cm2). A low pressure multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) upstream of the

target foil was used both as a moderator and as a muon counter. To observe muonium,

muons were swept away by a bending magnet which was placed downstream of the

target foil. Tliisi magnet was turned off while measuring the fi+ distribution. Beyond

the magnetic field, particles were colltmated and then stopped by a microchannel

plate detector (MCP) located at various angles (0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, and 45°) to the

incident muon beam axis. Two pairs of scintillators mounted above (St) and below

(Si,) the MCP were used to detect the decay positrons to verify from the lifetime spec-

trum that the particles detected by the MCP are muons. The intensities of /i+ and

M emerging from the Al foil at different angles were obtained from both a time-of-

flight spectrum (between MWPC and MCP) and a lifetime spectrum (between MCP

and (St or Sb)).



Part II: Muon Injection Simulation for a New Muon g—2 Experiment*

The Dirac equation predicts a magnetic moment for the muon (or electron) equal

to g x (eh/2mc) x | , with g=2. The actual #-values of the muon and electron differ

by a small amount (0.1%) from the value 2. This deviation is mainly due to the

surrounding virtual photons which are continually being emitted and reabsorbed.

The determination of the muon anomaly (a^ = (<7M — 2)/2) is important for two

reasons. First, it checks the detailed prediction of standard theory including weak in-

teraction contributions. Furthermore, it tests speculative theory beyond the standard

model.

In a proposed muon g — 2 experiment [Hug88], pions are injected into a storage

ring. The pions decay in flight into muons, which are trapped in the storage ring.

Only about 10~4 of the pions injected into the storage ring produce stored muons.

Injecting muons directly into the ring would increase the stored muon intensity and

avoid most of the background associated with injection.

I have been involved in studying the alternative of muon injection into the ring

with capture achieved by a fast kicker magnetic Held. A simulation code has been

written to model the muon injection process. This code computes the number of

stored muons and various other properties of the stored distribution, given the pa-

rameters of the storage ring and the inflected beam. The simulation study shows

that the stored muon distribution is insensitive to fluctuations in either the storage

ring parameters or the injected beam parameters and the muon injection scheme is

practical from the beam dynamics point of view. We also discovered that a long

electric kicker with small field works about as well as the short electric kicker with

high field.

*Hyo E. Ahn and Walter P. Lysenko, BNL Muon g-2 Note No. 46. (Brookhaven National
Laboratory, New York, 1990).



In order to do a proper analysis of our measurement, a Monte Carlo Simulation

code was written and successfully utilized. Our analysis shows that the M neutral

fraction $ 0 (= M//(/*/ + Mj + Mj), where Mj, ji^, and Mj are the intensity of

the emerging M , (x+, and M~) has a very good agreement with the published data

of hydrogen [Phi55] and deuterium [Ber72]. The angular distribution measurement

reveals that the charge exchange process depends only on the energy of emerging

muons and not on the angular direction of the muons coming out of the foil. The

neutral fraction can be increased by (1) lowering the initial beam momentum, (2)

utilizing thicker target foil, or (3) looking at the beam at some angles from the beam-

axis. The M formation fraction 9o (= Mf/pf, where pf is the intensity of the

initial ^+-beam) also can be increased by the above three methods if the initial beam

momentum is high enough but then it decreases after it reaches the maximum point.

From the study of the time-of-flight (TOF) spectra, the following results were

observed: If a beam started with a Gaussian distribution in energy which is well above

the region of maximum stopping power, then a great deal of energy loss will make the

distribution asymmetric such that the upper part of distribution gets, narrower and

the lower part of distribution gets wider. If the beam looses further energy such that

some part of the beam distribution is already passing the maximum stopping power

region, then the distribution has a high rising tail in the low energy region.

The initial motivation of this experiment was (1) to understand the interaction

of charged muons with matter in the low energy region where fundamental processes

such as energy loss, multiple scattering, and charge exchange take place and (2)

to make a use of this understanding to plan a possible future measurement of the

muonium Lamb shift. From the analysis of data and the Monte Carlo simulation

study we feel that the underlying processes are well understood. Furthermore, future

Lamb shift experiment would be benefit from the one of three methods mentioned

above which lower the energy of the emerging beam to obtain a higher $o-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Muonium (M = fx+e~) is a bound system consisting of a positive muon (ft+) and

an electron (e~). This is a light isotope of hydrogen in which the fi+ replaces the

proton. Since the muon is approximately 10 times lighter than the proton and about

200 times heavier than the electron, the difference on the ionization energy and Bohr

radius associated with muonium to hydrogen is small which is about 0.5%:

_ i+m./m, pM ^ ,-> l_)l?H
~ l+me/mM *an ~ V* TOO' *ort ,-. ,x

where E-^ and atf (Ef^ and a^) are the ionization energy and Bohr radius for muo-

nium (hydrogen) atom respectively. rriM (m*/) is the reduced mass of the muonium

(hydrogen) atom where me, mM, and mp are the mass of electron, muon, and proton,

respectively. Muonium is an unstable atom with a mean lifetime of 2.2 /isec. Its

unstability is originated from the unstability of pt+ which decays into a positron (e+)

and two neutrinos (ue +^M) by the process known as weak interaction:

H+—+e+ + i/e+Vti (1.2)

The study of muonium is of very great interest, theoretically as well as experimen-

tally. The two particles which constitute this bound system are not subject to strong

interaction, so that its energy levels can be calculated with great precision. Compari-

son between theoretical predictions and experimental results provides a very sensitive

test of quantum electrodynamics.
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M was first discovered [Hug60, Hug70] by stopping muons in argon. The char-

acteristic Larmor precession frequency of M in a magnetic field was observed from

the direction of positrons coming from the decay of the muon. The M formation

in gas was further studied by utilizing noble gases and noble-gas mixtures [Sta74].

Although M formed from the gas-targets produced a large M yield, it is not ap-

propriate to utilize this M for some experiments, i.e., (1) for the n = 2 Lamb shift

experiment: gas collisions deexcite the 25 state and (2) for the muonium to an-

timuonium conversion experiment: the conversion is suppressed by the collisions

with gas atoms. Later, the energetic M in vacuum was produced by beam-foil

method [Bol81, 0ra81] and the thermal energv M was also obtained in vacuum

by stopping positive muons near the surface of a hot tungsten foil [APM86] or by

stopping /i+-beam in a silica powder target [Bee86, W0088, Jan90], Besides M,

muonic helium atom (4Hep~e~) [Sou75, Sou80] and the negative muonium atom

(ft+e-e~) [DRH86, Kua87, Kua89] were also discovered.

There have been many experiments to study the energy levels of M. The hy-

perfine structure interval Av in the ground state of M has drawn a great atten-

tion [Pre61, Zio62, Tho69, Kob73, Cas75, Cas77, Mar82a] since from the time of

M discovery up to now [Hug86]. The fine structure [Ket90] and Lamb shift of the

n = 2 state [Ora84, Bad84, Woo90] have been measured by the beam-foil method.

Recently, the 15 — 25 interval was observed with the two-photon-resonant Doppler-

free method [Chu88, Jun91]. Besides energy level experiments, M has been used to

probe the lepton number conservation law adopted by the electroweak interaction.

There have been many experiments [Ama68, Bar69, Mar82b, Ni87, Hub90, Mat91] to

search for the conversion of muonium to antimuonium for two decades and presently

a new experiment [Jun89] is in progress at PSI.

This dissertation focused on the further study of M formation and its production

dependence on angle by the beam-foil method. The angular distribution of beam-foil

muons and muonium was measured for the first time at the Los Alamos Clinton P.

Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). A 7.5 MeV/c (~ 260 keV) subsurface

/i+ beam [Bad85] was degraded and counted by a multi-wire proportional cham-

ber (MWPC). Muonium atoms were produced by passing this positive muon beam
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through an Al foil (0.21 mg/cm2). We measured the energies and angles of both (i+

and M coming out of the foil. Hence we determine the neutral fraction $0 ) the ratio

of M to total intensity (/i+ + M + M~), of the emrging beam. The M formed from

the beam-foil method is more energetic than M from other methods. We can expect

that highly populated M at excited states could be obtained from this method. From

the view point of the future n = 2 Lamb shift experiment, this is very important

and a careful study of M formation process is needed. Although the measurement

of the Lamb shift in M is important for a very sensitive test of quantum electro-

dynamics because it is free from the effects of proton structure which complicate

the interpretation of the Lamb shift in hydrogen, the precision of the previous experi-

ments [Ora84, Bad84, Woo90] was not very good which is about 1%. This was all due

to the weak resonance signals originated from both the small intensity of the Af (25)

beam from the foil and the substantial background due to emerging fi+ from the foil.

Hence we wished to explore the possibility of achieving a more favorable beam, i.e. a

higher neutral fraction $o> probably by using the M(25) beam at an angle to the in-

ddent jt+-beam. This was suggested by the simulation study of Kuang [Kua88] where

he showed that the angular distribution of muonium is considerably wider than that

of positive muons. Hence, we conducted this experiment and did a careful analysis

of the measurements. A Monte Carlo simulation code also has been written to help

the analysis of data to obtain the neutral fraction as a function of energy and the

understanding of the interaction processes.

In chapter 2, I will discuss the previous theoretical and experimental studies on

multiple scattering, energy loss, and charge exchange processes. In particular, an

extensive survey study between the theories of multiple scattering and experimental

data will be given. The motivation of this survey is to choose a desirable theory

for the Monte Carlo simulation. In chapter 3, Our experimental setup and effort to

choose the initial /i+-beam momentum to maximize the M formation fraction will be

discussed in detail. The data analysis and Monte Carlo simulation study will be given

in chapter 4. Finally, the result and discussion will be followed in chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Review of Theory and Other
Experiments

When a particle passes through matter, it will have an interaction characterized

mainly by three effects: (1) a loss of energy by the particle, (2) a deflection of the

particle from its incident direction, and (3) a change of total charge by the particle.

These effects are primarily the result of three processes:

(1) inelastic collisions with the atomic electrons of the material,

(2) elastic scattering from nuclei,

(3) capture and loss of electrons.

These three processes are fundamentally important in atomic physics and a great deal

of work has been done to study these processes.

In this chapter, we will consider three major topics. The first is the multiple

scattering of a charged particle with matter. Although this topic is about 50 years

old and a few theories exist now, there is no consensus as to which theory is the

best in reproducing the experimental results within the theoretical limits. For this

reason, I did a survey study on this topic and the result will be discussed in the next

section. Secondly, I will consider the loss of energy by charged particles heavier than

the electron. Due to the broadness of this topic, the emphasis will be given only on

energy loss from the materials used in the present experiment. Finally, the charge
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exchange process from solids will be considered. The studies on the emerging charge

state fractions and excited state populations will be discussed and the emphasis will

be given on the experiment.

2.1 Multiple Scattering

When a charged particle penetrates an absorber, it undergoes a number of elastic

Coulomb scatterings with nuclei, is deflected from its original direction, and will leave

the absorber at an angle 0, which in general results from many single scatterings. The

mean number of single scatterings in the foil, n, is proportional to the foil thickness

t, the number of scatterers per unit volume N, and the total cross section for elastic

scattering a. For theoretical considerations, this process, in general, can be divided

into three regions.

1. Single Scattering: If the absorber is very thin such that the probability of more

than one Coulomb scattering is small (n < 1), then the angular distribution will

be described by the simple Rutherford formula for the differential cross-section

at scattering angle 6:

dfl
l(ZlZ2e\ 1
4\ pv ) sin<(0/2)' K '

where p, v, Z\t are the momentum, velocity, and charge of the incident particle,

and Z%e is the charge of the nucleus.

2. Plural Scattering: This is transition region from single to multiple scattering.

The number of collision is larger than 1 but less than 20. The theoretical study

has been done by Keil et al. [Kei60] and Meyer [Mey71].

3. Multiple Scattering: If the absorber is thick enough such that the average num-

ber of independent scatterings, n > 20, then the problem can be treated statis-

tically to obtain a probability distribution for the net angle of deflection as a

function of the thickness of material traversed.
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Multiple scattering is the most common case encountered and there are three

basically different theories for multiple scattering, one due to Moliere [Mol47, Mol48],

another due to Nigam, Sundaresan and Wu (NSW) [Nig59], and the other due to

Meyer [Mey71]. As far as I know, there is no extensive review of these theories with

respect to the recent experimental data and there is confusion as to which theory to

be used to interpret a measurement. It was Marion and Zimmerman [Mar67] who

initiated a preference for the NSW theory to that of Moliere's and gave no limit on

the range of Born parameter a (= ZxZ2/137/3, where /? = v/c) for which the NSW

theory may be used. They also suggested, in particular, that it may be applied to the

scattering of heavy ions, in contradiction to the results of Simon [Sim64] and Kerr et

al. [Ker67]. A series of experiments [Vin78, Dix83, Mor87] were followed by adopting

only the NSW theory.

I have made a survey of this topic. In the next three subsections, the characteristics

of the three theories will be briefly discussed and some corrections to the theories will

be given in section 2.1.5. The comparison with experimental data and a summary

will be given in section 2.1.6.

2.1.1 Thomas-Fermi Potential

In order to develop a theory of multiple scattering, one should know the distribution of

electron about the nucleus of an atom. One can use the statistical method suggested

by Thomas [Tho27] and Fermi [Fer28a, Fer28b] to determine the basic features of the

electron distribution and the field in an atom. If we consider a number of electrons

moving in a volume V, subject to a spherically symmetric potential energy U(r)

which varies sufficiently slowly with r, then the system can be treated by Fermi-Dirac

statistics to obtain the distribution function

where \i is the Fermi energy, k is Boltzman's constant, and T is the absolute temper-

ature. At T = 0 all states of lowest energy are filled up to the Fermi energy fi, which
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corresponds to a Fermi momentum of magnitude p/r = hkF such that

( 2 -3 }

Thus at T = 0 all states with k < kF are filled, all those with k> kp are empty. The

volume of the sphere of radius kp in k space is %xkF. Since there are J^TS translational

states per unit volume of k space, the Fermi sphere of radius kp contains j^n(|irfc^)

translational states. Since each electron with a spin * has two spin states for each

translational state, the total number of states in this sphere is equal to the total

number of electrons accommodated in these states such that

The maximum kinetic energy at any distance r from the nucleus is — U(r), since

otherwise electrons would escape from the atom. The volume density of electrons,

n(r) = N/V, is then given by

The Poisson equation connects the electrostatic potential —U(r)/e with the charge

density —en(r) such that

By substituting the Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.6), we get the following equation

Tr [r ~dT~\
The boundary conditions which determine the two arbitrary constants in the solution

of this second-order differential equation are

U{r) ^
rU(r) '^S 0.

These are the requirements that the field near the nucleus must be that of the nucleus

alone, and that there must be no net charge inside an infinite sphere assuming that we
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are dealing with a neutral atom. The Eq. (2.7) is commonly written in dimensionless

form by defining new variables <f> and x to replace U and r:

U(r) = -*

(2.9)
„ - i / 3 T \ § h. _ 0.885an

where ao = ft,2/me2 is the Bohr radius. In terms of these new dixnensionless variables,

Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) become

(2.10)
= 1,

<*(oo) = 0.

The Eq. 2.10 is the standard form of the Thomas-Fermi equation. It cannot be solved

analytically, but numerical solutions have been given and the most accurate solution

was computed by Bush and Caldwell [Bus31]. Since the Thomas-Fermi atomic model

depends on the statistical method, there must be a sufficient number of electrons

in the atom for the theory to be valid; the model becomes quite accurate for larger

values of Z, i.e., for the heavy elements.

2.1.2 Moliere Theory

When a charged particle passes through a target material, the particle is deflected

slightly owing to the screened coulomb interatomic potential. This means that the

basic Rutherford law has to be modified to accommodate the effects of the screening

of the nuclear Coulomb field by the atomic electrons. To account for this screening,

Moliere [Mol47] approximated the Thomas-Fermi potential by

where a is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the atom,
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with ct0 the Bohr radius. Here ±Z\e is the charge of the scattered particles and

/<>) >s the Thomas-Fermi function,

where
a, =0 .1 , a2 = 0.55, a3 = 0.35,

6i = 6.0, 62 = 1.2, ba = 0.3.

According to Moliere, this expression fits the more exact Thomas-Fermi function well

within the range of 0 < r/a < 6. Using this potential, Moliere calculated the ratio of

actual to the Rutherford cross section,

where Q(x) is the differential scattering cross section per unit solid angle around

X and Qtiuthix) is the Rutherford cross section. Here Moliere chose to use x as a

scattering angle instead of 9. The ratio q(x) is 1 for large \ where the screening

effect is negligible and decreases to zero at x = 0 where the impact parameter is large

and the screening is the most effective. The general behavior of q(x) is important in

the development of the theory and the actual form of q(x) determines the screening

angle, a parameter which enters into the determination of the shape of the multiple

scattering distribution. q(x) can be calculated for large and small values of the Born

parameter, a, as

where

• - m • ̂  <2-I7b>
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The screening angle, %a, is defined by

'»* - -5 - J S . [ r qSrdx -in A • (2-i8)
This is a critical angle below which scattering is essentially suppressed because of

the atomic screening. Moliere then calculated \a for a = 0 and for large a (i.e., not

restricted to first order Born approximation) by means of the WKB method. By a

method of interpolation, he then obtains the result

X2
a = xl (1-13 + 3.76a2), (2.19)

where

Xo = ^ , (2.20)

with A, the de Broglie wavelength of the projectile. The second term in Eq. (2.19)

represents the deviation from the Born approximate-m and this term is significant

when the particle has low energy.

To treat multiple scattering, Moliere then introduced the characteristic angular

constant called the unit probability angle

2 \*Ntz\zy z\z\t

where p is the momentum of the scattered particle, N is the number of scattering

atoms per cm3, t is the thickness of the foil in g/cm2, and A is the atomic weight.

The physical meaning of Xc is the angle for which there is on the average only one

collision with x > Xc The screening angle Xa enters the theory only through the

ratio Xc/Xa s u ch that

where 0 — v/c. Moliere shows that the scattering into the angular interval dO at 6

can be represented by the integral

g)[^(4-4)j, (2,3)
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where b is a parameter related to the number of collisions which is defined by

6 = lnfiAfo/- 0.1544. (2.24)

For the further evaluation of Eq. (2.23), Moliere introduces a new parameter B which

is the solution of the transcendental equation

B - In B = b. (2.25)

He then expands the distribution function in a power series in inverse powers of B

f{O)0de = tidd [ /<°>(tf) + fi-7(I>(i?) + B - 2 f M { d ) + • • • ] , (2.26)

where

^ (2.27)

The first term in Eq. (2.26) is 2e~1'2 which is normalized to 1 when integrated over i?;

all other terms give zero upon integration. For small angles where d less than about

2, the Gaussian / ^ is the dominant term; the next term fW gives a correction of up

to about 10 percent. An accuracy of 1 percent can be obtained by including the third

term fW. f(0) is considerably larger than the Gaussian for very small angles then as

6 increases f(9) lies below it and then considerably above it in the single scattering

region. The terms f^ to /W are graphically shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.3 NSW Theory

Nigam, Sundaresan,and Wu (NSW) [Nig59] carried out a consistent treatment of

multiple scattering up to the second Born approximation using the expression of

Dalitz [Dal51j for the scattering cross section of a relativistic particle of spin £ in an

exponentially screened Coulomb potential

V(r) = ^LT£l.e-Mr/a ( 2 2 g )
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£ £ u

Figure 2.1: /<0) to /<4) in Moliere distribution function.
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where fi is introduced to account for the fact that the form of Eq. (2.29) does not

exactly fit the Thomas-Fermi distribution. The quantity \n = A*Xo then replaces the

screening angle, \a, for Moliere's theory. Here Xo is the same quantity defined in

Eq. (2.20).

In the theory developed by NSW and approximated by Marion and Zimmer-

man [Mar67j for the case of practical interest where 10 MeV < Energy/amu < 1 GeV

and 0.1 < t < 1000 rag/cm2, the angular distribution is given by

f($)9M = tfrf* [/<0)(t?) + fl-7(1)W 4 \ B - 2 f V \ t i ) + • • • ] , (2.30)

where

rf = - T g . (2-31)

XcVB

Xc is modified from the Moliere's value (Eq. (2.21)) to include the contribution from

the atomic electrons
_ ^NtZ\Z2{Z2 + l)e __ ncoZ?Z2(Z2 + l)t

c- {pv)2 -0-1569 A{pv)2 , (2.32)

2 2728Z?zl(Z2 + l)t
(2-34)

and B is the solution of Eq. (2.25) but b is defined as

b = \nSlNSw- 0.1544, (2.33)

where

QNSW ~ ^ ~

Here /? = v/c, A is the atomic weight of the scatterer. The parameter fi in Eq. (2.34)

has been calculated [Sco63] to be 1.12. NSW chose /i to fit experimental distributions

of multiply scattered electrons and found that ft — 1.8.

2.1.4 Meyer Theory

The characteristics of the multiple scattering theory developed by Meyer [Mey71] are

that the theory is applicable to classical particles only (i.e., a > 1) and it is not

limited by the number of collisions so that it can handle plural scattering also.
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Meyer utilized the classical differential cross section given by Lindhard et al. [Lin68]

(2.35)
arj 7 7 -

where

(2.36a)

(2.36b)

(2.36c)

(2.36d)

m, + m2
 ( 2 ' 3 6 e )

f(r}) is the Thomas-Fermi scattering function tabulated by Meyer [Mey71]. Here a

is the Thomas-Fermi radius which differs from Eq. (2.12). e and ft are the reduced

energy and mass, b is the collision diameter, and 6 is the scattering angle in the

center-of-mass system.

For multiple scattering, the angular distribution of the scattered particles can be

given as a function of a reduced scattering angle

da
dV

=

=

0.885ao
i 1 x

esin(0/2),
a

and a reduc d foil thickness

T .= *a2NL (2.38)

Here t? denotes the total scattering angle in the laboratory system, t the foil thick-

ness, and N the number of target atoms per unit volume. By following the lines of

Moliere computation [Mol48], Meyer derived the following formula for the angular

distribution:

F($)dSl = m [MT, d) - jra2AT3/2(r, 3)], (2.39)

where dil — 2TTI?<W. The functions f\ and / j are given by

exp[-T&(z)]J0(h)zdz, (2.40a)

/ 2 M ) = \ rex?[-TA(z)]J0(dz)A2(z)zdz, (2.40b)
I Jo
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where

A(z) = l°° ^T[1 - Mzri)\dn. (2.41)

Jo is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and f(rf) is the scaling function

in Eq. (2.35). /i(r,t?) and / 2 ( T , #) for various thickness of T are shown in Fig. 2.2.

The angular distributions F{d) are primarily determined by the function / i whereas

the term with / 2 generally is only a small correction. Sigmund and Winterbon [Sig74]

showed that the function / 2 ( T , d) vanishes if the mean number of collisions, n, is

taken to be a Poisson-distributed variable or a transport-equation approach is used.

By neglecting the second term and introducing the following variable s = pz such

that fi = e/2, we have

F{T, 0)dQ = OdO r exp[-TA(s/n)]J0(Os)sds. (2.42)
Jo

2.1.5 Corrections to the Theories

The three major theories we discussed may need some correction depending on the

experimental situation.

Energy Loss

In all theories, it is assumed that the scattered particle does not undergo any en-

ergy loss in a collision. This means that the energy used for calculating distribution

function is the energy of the particle incident on a foil. The problem is that if the

target thickness is large such that the particle loses too much energy in the foil then

the theory becomes inaccurate. Use of the initial energy underestimates angular

distribution and use of the final energy overestimates it and therefore it is custom-

ary [Bed66, Mar67] to use the mean energy (Eo = E{ — \AE) which is the average of

energy before and after the foil.

Polyatomic Target

For many experimental setups, some polyatomic materials (e.g., mylar and kapton)

are often utilized (e.g., as a window) and in order to calculate the effect of multiple
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A 4

1 4

• > 4 t •

Figure 2.2: / I ( T , i?) and /2(T,I?) in Meyer's distribution function for different r.
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scattering, the theories need modifications. For Moliere's theory, Xc and Xa can be

modified [Mol48] as

Xl = EXc( ' ) , (2.43a)

to calculate the average values of \c and Xa- Here Xc(0 and Xa(O are the unit

probability and the screening angle of the rth element in the molecule.

For Meyer theory, Eq. (2.23) can be modified [Sch82] as follows:

F(T, 9)dQ = 9d9 j exp [- £ T{M*l\iA JQ(9s)sds. (2.44)

Very Thin Foil

One of the limitation in the Moliere's theory is the allowable values of B in Eq. (2.25).

The quantity eb gives approximately the number of collisions suffered by the particle

in traversing the foil. Since the theory is statistical in nature, we can not expect it to

represent the physical situation if the number of collisions is less than about 20. Thus

for Moliere's theory (the same for NSW's), one must have at least B > 4 to make

a reasonable prediction of angular distribution. This means that the theory breaks

down for a very thin foil.

Keil, Zeitler, and Zinn (KZZ) [Kei60] have made a numerical calculation and gave

a table of angular distribution for values of the collision number, n, between 0.2 and

20, and for reduced angles, dxzz between 0 and 20. Here the KZZ's reduced angle is

defined as

*KZZ = —• (2.45)
Xo

The table of angular distribution is graphically shown in Fig. 2.3.

Meyer's theory, however, is not limited by the number of collisions.
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Figure 2.3: KZZ's Angular Distribution function
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Scattering by Atomic Electrons

For sufficiently large angles, the scattering by each electron is given by the Ruther-

ford formula with Z? = I. Since there are Z2 electrons per atom and each scatters

independently of the others, the effect will be that a term tf order Z2 is added to

that of order Z\ such that

Z\—*Z2(Z2 + l). (2.46)

Thus Xc in Eq. (2.21) becomes

which expression was first proposed by Bethe [Bet53]. However, this does not hold

down to the smallest angles where the cross section goes to a constant value at zero

angle instead of increasing indefinitely. The small angle cut-off differs for elastic and

inelastic scattering since it depends on the density distribution of atomic electrons

and on their binding. Taking into account separately the cut-off of inelastic collisions,

Fano [Fan54] derived the following modifications of Moliere's theory:

1. For incident electrons,

Z2 + 1),Z\

2. For incident heavy particles,

Z\ —>
(2.49)

where b is the parameter shown in Eq. (2.24), 0 = v/c and u,n = 5.8 for the Thomas-

Fermi model.

Screening Radius

The expression for a in Eq. (2.12) is the screening radius for the projectile of a single

charge particle (i.e., proton or muon) or completely ionized heavy ions. According
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to Bohr [Boh48j, if colliding atoms with nuclear charge number Z\ and Zi have indi-

vidual screening given by Eq. (2.12), then the combined screening can be represented

approximately by Eq. (2.36).

For Meyer's theory, the screening radius is given by Eq. (2.36) which is suggested

by Linhard [Lin68]. Firsov [Fir58] also gave the expression for the screening radius

after calculating the numerical values of potentials as a function of the atomic sepa-

ration:

—S^h- (2-50)

It was pointed out by Ziegler [Bie82, Zie85] that both considerations were based on

the scaling relation a oc Z~1^ which yields too strong a Z dependence and forces

the light atom screening functions to be consistently lower than those for heavy atom

pairs. He suggested the following screening radius which will give a much tighter

grouping:
0.885a0

a~ {z?-23 + z%-23y [ '
The screening functions of all atomic pairs as a function of the interatomic distance

r are different depending upon the combination of two different Z-values. These

screening functions can be compacted by a single analytic expression if the screening

functions are presented as a function of r/a, where a is the screening radius.

More Accurate Inter-Atomic Potential

Moliere's theory is based on the use of the Thomas-Fermi distribution of electrons in

calculating the screening angle \a and the precision of the theory could be increased

by incorporating a more accurate electron distribution. An analytical Dirac-Hartree-

Fock-Slater(DHFS) [Sal87] screening function, which includes relativistic effects dis-

torting a atomic electron cloud and a screened nuclear potential, can be utilized. The

DHFS screening function was fitted with the analytical form adopted by Moliere in

Eq. (2.13) and A< and «,• for Z2 — 1 to 92 was tabulated by Salvat et al. Here A{ and

a, correspond to our â  and 6, with the relation

a, = Ai,

K - am. (252)
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By using the following relation

-^^[aKoiazWiW-bKiiazWoibz)], (2.53a)

fdzzKl{az) = --K0{az)K1{bz) + —\Kl{az)Kl{az)\, (2.53b)
J a I l J

where Ko and K\ are Bessel functions of the third kind, one can calculate the screening

function for small and large a

(2.54a)

J ^ £, (2.54b)

where In 7 is Euler's constant

In7 = 0.5772; 7 = 1.7811, (2.55)

and

t^f- (2-56)
By using the notation of Salvat, we get

0

JL ^ ^ (2-57b)
where

\ l±l ±W t^^i. (2.58)

By utilizing the table of Salvat, the screening angle can be calculated for any a and

a target foil

Xl = Xl(ci + dia
2), (2.59)

where i corresponds to the atomic number of the target foil and c, and </,- are tabulated

in Table 2.1.
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z21
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Element
H
He
Li
Be
B
C
N
0
F

Ne
Na
Mg
AI
Si
P
S
Cl
Ar
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga

Ci

0.98
1.72
1.28
1.11
1.08
1.09
1.13
1.18
1.24
1.30
1.59
1.52
1.47
1.41
1.36
1.36
1.35
1.34
1.10
1.43
1.42
1.05
1.11
1.21
1.16
1.18
1.19
1.21
1.27
1.23
1.33

di
3.10
5.47
4.06
3.52
3.42
3.47
3.59
3.75
3.94
4.13
5.03
4.81
4.66
4.48
4.32
4.32
4.28
4.26
3.50
4.54
4.52
3.32
3.52
3.83
3.68
3.73
3.78
3.83
4.01
3.91
4.23

z232
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Element
Ge
As
Se
Br
Kr
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
I

Xe
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Pm
Sm

Ci

1.30
1.25
1.55
1.53
1.50
1.34
1.17
1.25
1.31
1.18
1.39
1.37
1.39
1.39
1.40
1.38
1.37
1.38
1.36
1.35
1.32
1.27
1.53
0.84
1.28
1.31
1.31
1.72
0.98
1.72
0.98

di

4.13
3.97
4.92
4.84
4.77
4.24
3.71
3.98
4.16
3.74
4.42
4.34
4.42
4.41
4.43
4.39
4.34
4.39
4.33
4.27
4.19
4.01
4.85
2.66
4.07
4.16
4.16
5.47
3.10
5.47
3.10

z263
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Element
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Re
Os
Ir
Pt
Au
Hg
Tl
Pb
Bi
Po
At
Rn
Fr
Ra
Ac
Th
Pa
U

Ci

1.31
1.33
1.32
1.33
1.33
1.34
1.34
1.35
1.37
1.39
1.42
1.44
1.46
1.48
1.49
1.54
1.55
1.54
1.60
1.57
1.57
1.54
1.50
1.44
1.68
1.58
1.58
1.58
1.61
1.62

a.

4.16
4.21
4.19
4.21
4.23
4.25
4.27
4.29
4.36
4.41
4.51
4.56
4.63
4.69
4.74
4.88
4.91
4.88
5.07
4.99
4.98
4.90
4.77
4.57
5.31
5.02
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.13

Table 2.1: Input parameters for screening angle.
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2.1.6 Comparison with Experimental Data

Comparison of the theories to experimental data has been extensibly studied to choose

the best theory for Monte Carlo simulation. Any experimental data are to be tested

with the following 10 extended theories:

1. Thomas-Fermi & Moliere: This is the original Moliere theory with Thomas-

Fermi screening function. The expansion terms fW up to / ^ in Eq. (2.26) are

used for such calculation.

2. Thomas-Fermi & Bethe: This is Moliere theory modified by Bethe [Bet53].

Bethe modified xl by changing Z\ to Zi{Zi + 1) in order to take account of

inelastic scattering with atomic electrons.

3. Thomas-Fermi & Fano: This include a more accurate consideration for scatter-

ing with atomic electrons.

4. Hartree-Fock & Moliere: DHFS screening function is incorporated in Moliere's

theory which will have a different screening angle depending on target foil.

5. Hartree-Fock & Bethe: DHFS screening function and Bethe's correction are

incorporated.

6. Hartree-Fock & Fano: DHFS screening function and Fano's correction are in-

corporated.

7. NSW: This is the theory of Nigam, Sundaresan and Wu (NSW).

8. KZZ: This is the KZZ's numerical approximation for plural scattering.

9. Linhard & Meyer: This is the Meyer's theory with Linhard's screening radius

10. Ziegler & Meyer: This is the Meyer's theory with Ziegler's screening radius

Comparing available experimental data with the theories yields the results shown in

Figs. 2.4 through 2.10 where the parameters are defined below:
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Particle

Target

Ei

Eo

Ef

I
t

T

n

Qo

B

Energy Loss

= incident particle

= target foil

= initial energy of particle

= mean energy of particle

= final energy of particle

= thickness of foil in //m

= thickness of foil in fig Jem2

= reduced thickness of foil in Meyer's theory

= average number of collision

= Born parameter for mean energy of particle

= the solution of the transcendental equation B — In B = 6.

It was Vincour et al. [Vin78] who first stated that the choice of mean energy (Eo = E,—

%AE) overestimates the proton angular distribution and later Morrill et al. [Mor87]

confirmed the observation and suggested the use of an effective energy given by Eefj =

Ei — 0.3AE. The choice of their theory for comparison was NSW's which is only

applicable to high energy particles. The proton data of Vincour et al. are within the

region of a ~ 1 but Morrill's data often lie in the region of a ~ 5 where the NSW

theory has no meaning. Two figures* are shown to illustrate the difference between

small* Born parameter (a = 1.56 for Figs. 2.4) and the large one (a = 5.71 for

Figs. 2.5). As we see from these figures, Moliere theory reproduce the experimental

data satisfactorily. Here the NSW theory overestimates the angular distribution.

'These figures were obtained by utilizing the mean energy (i.e., EQ = Ei —
* Actually it is not small enough for NSW theory to be applicable.
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Figure 2.4: Angular distribution of proton through Al at a — 1.56.
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Figure 2.5: Angular distribution of proton through Ta at a = 5.71.
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Polyatomic Target

The modification (Eqs. (2.43) and (2.43)) of theory for a polyatomic target is seen

to be acceptable from the data of Foroughi [For79]. Foroughi measured the proton

angular distribution from kapton (CjaHigOsNj) (Fig. 2.6) and havar* (Fig. 2.7).

i • r j i I . i i • I i

• «<*
• hparlmmt \JMHi O.M

Tkomaa-hnnl ft Ifelim I.M O.BT
TfcMua-hral ft a*U* 0.7i 0.M

t.97 O.tl
I.M 0.R

IUrtrM-Nek it B*UM 1.13 O.M
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NOT 1.30 0.97
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0.K

PartloU ' pratoa
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<• Old,
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<« 1.4101+03 M/baa

T « 7.7111+01
m« •JMW+M
• . « S.M4I-01

2.5

Scattering Angle (°)

Figure 2.6: Angular distribution of proton through kapton.

•Atomic concentrations (%): Be (0.3), C (1.0), Cr (22.2), Mn (1.7), Fe (18.2), Co (41.6), Ni
(12.8), Mo (1.4), W (0.9).
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Figure 2.7: Angular distribution of proton through havar.
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Very Thin Foil

Whenever a foil gets thin such that B < 4, then the theory of Moliere breaks down.

Two figures show that the theories of Moliere can make an adequate prediction when

B ~ 4.5 (n = 22 for Fig. 2.8) but fails when B ~ 3 (n = 8.5 for Fig. 2.9).
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Figure 2.8: Angular distribution of proton through Ag for n = 21.99.
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Figure 2.9: Angular distribution of proton through Ag for n = 8.49.
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Meyer's theory, however, presents a better5 prediction for a thin foil. It is interest-

ing to note that Meyer's theory with two different screening radii sets a boundary for

angular distribution. When the foil gets thinner (n ~ 2.5 for Fig. 2.10 ), the Moliere

calculation completely breaks down and we can only rely on the predictions of KZZ

and Meyer.

3 4 5 6 7

Scattering Angle (°)

Figure 2.10: Angular distribution of proton through Ag for n = 2.46.

5The condition of a > 1 should be fulfilled for claasical calculation.
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KZZ's theory underestimates the distribution since the theory only includes the

contribution from particles scattered up to 2 times and neglects the particles scattered

3 or more times. Meyer's theory based on the classical scattering cross section presents

an adequate prediction. '

Scattering by Atomic Electrons

The contribution from the inelastic scattering by atomic electrons to the angular

distribution is evidently very small and it can be safely neglected for most cases.

Most of the data I surveyed show that all three theories (Moliere, Bethe, and Fano)

lie within the experimental error bars and may need a more accurate experiment to

differentiate them. Kuhn [Kuh84], however, announced that the prediction of Fano

agrees better with the data than the theories of Moliere, Bethe, Fano, and NSW.

Screening Radius

Meyer's theory with the Lin hard's screening radius (Eq. (2.36)) usually overestimates

the angular distribution and with Ziegler's screening radius (Eq. (2.51)) underesti-

mates the distribution by about the same amount. It is interesting to see that Meyer's

theory with two different screening radii sets a boundary for angular distribution.

More Accurate Inter-Atomic Potential

As we can see from the table 2.1, the screening angle for the DHFS inter-atomic

potential gets larger for large atomic numbers whereas the screening angle for Thomas-

Fermi remains constant for a fixed value of a. As a result the angular distribution

of the DHFS potential will give a narrower angular distribution than those of the

Thomas-Fermi potential. It would be interesting to see this effect from data but at

present there are no data that have a foil with both high enough atomic number and a

reasonable thickness to see this effect clearly. One experimental study [Yam74] is the

proton angular distribution (Fig. 2.8) passing through silver; the angular distribution

with the DHFS potential is narrower than the one with the Thomas-Fermi potential

but the effect is too small to be distinguished within experimental error.
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2.1.7 Summary

From this survey of present multiple scattering theories, the following conclusions can

be made:

1. When the foil thickness is large enough so that the average number of collisions,

n > 20, then the family' of Moliere's theories provide a satisfactory prediction

of the angular distribution.

2. If the foil thickness is small enough so that the breakdown of Moliere's theory

occurs and the energy of the particle is low (a > 1) enough that the classical

scattering cross section can be applicable, then Meyer's theory gives an adequate

prediction of the angular distribution.

3. NSW's theory always overestimates the angular distribution and should not be

recommended for low energy (i.e., a > 1) particles.

2.2 Energy Loss

The inelastic scatterings of the electromagnetic interaction are, statistical in nature,

occurring with a certain quantum mechanical probability. The average energy loss per

unit path length, often called the stopping power or simply dE/dx, was first calculated

by Bohr [Bohl3, Bohl5] using classical arguments and later by Bethe [Bet30, Bet32,

Bet34], Bloch [Blo33a, Blo33b] and others using quantum mechanics. Stopping powers

depend on the charge and the velocity of particles. Particles with velocities below the

Bohr* velocity, v0, have adiabatic collisions with the target electrons and hence small

stopping powers. The stopping power increases with increasing velocity of particles

until a peak occurs at about Vptak = "&VQZ\'3, where Z\ is the atomic number of the

particle. At velocities above the stopping peak the strength of the interaction between

particles and target electrons saturates and the duration of the interaction becomes

shorter, so the stopping power decreases with increasing velocity of the particle.

'Moliere's theory and the theories modified by Bethe and Fano
•For 0 = 0.007 or E - 25 keV/amu.
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2.2.1 Bethe-Bloch Formula

The correct quantum-mechanical calculation, which is called the Bethe-Bloch formula

for heavy particles is given by

dx mev
2

where Z2 and N are the atomic number and the number of electrons per cm3 in the

stopping substance, me is the electron mass, Z\e and /? are the charge and vjc of the

incident particle, Wmax is the maximum energy transfer in a single collision, / is the

mean excitation potential, 8 is the correction for the density effect which is due to

the polarization of the medium and important at high energy, and CfZ\ is the shell

correction which takes account of the breakdown of the assumption that the electron

is stationary with respect to the incident particle vhen the velocity of the particle is

comparable to the orbital velocity of the bound electrons. For elementary particles

and nuclei up to the a-particle, this formula generally gives results accurate to within

a few percent for /? > 0.1 (i.e., £?„ > 530 keV).

2.2.2 Linhard Formula

When the velocity of the particle, v, is less than the Bohr velocity, VQ, a successful

explanation of energy loss is given by the theory of Linhard and Scharff [Lin61] where

they used a model of a slow heavy ion in a uniform electron gas. They used Thomas-

Fermi atoms to obtain electron distributions of the target and found that the stopping

cross-section is proportional to the velocity of the particle. Ziegler [Zie85] reported

that the energy loss requires the minor modification which is

S<xvos>. (2.61)

This result was obtained from the extensive evaluation of low energy proton stopping

power data.

There is general agreement between experiments and above theory. However, for a

few elemental targets such as silicon and germanium [Ste60, Bra70] there is a different

velocity dependence:

S oc v07. (2.62)
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For metal targets the energy loss is caused by the conduction band electrons which

can be described by a free electron gas; we can expect a lower energy loss for the

semiconductors since there are fewer low-energy excitation levels available due to a

band gap.

2.2.3 Theory for the Intermediate Energy Region

In the intermediate energy region where 0.01 < 0 < 0.05, there is still no satisfactory

theory for protons. One can however use the interpolation between the Bethe-Bloch

and Linhard formulae to estimate energy loss in this region.

2.2.4 Bragg's Rule

The stopping power cross-section is usually given in publications in one of the follow-

ing two units (1) eV-cm2/1015 atoms or (2) keV-cm2//*^ and the conversion between

the two units is given by

f eV 1 0.6022 f keV ]
[l015atoms/cm2j M [fig/cm2] '

where M is the molar atomic mass in g. When one wants to calculate the stopping

power of compounds or mixtures, one has to rely on an approximation, known as the

Bragg's Rule, which averages the stopping power over each element in the compound

weighted by the fraction of electrons belonging to each element. The total stopping

power of compounds or mixtures is given as

S = ' , (2.64)
ZJiiAi

i

where

Hi = number of atoms of the ith element in the molecule,

A{ = atomic weight of ith element,

Si = stopping power of ith element.
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2.2.5 Scaling Helium Ion Stopping Powers to Proton Stop-
ping Powers

When one surveys the stopping power data, one can realize that the most numerous

data are not for protons but for helium ions. When the experimental data for the

proton does not exist, one uses the helium data to obtain the proton stopping power.

The method of conversion is known as velocity scaling which calculates the stopping

power of one particle from the stopping power of another particle at the same velocity

in the same medium. If the charges of particles are the same (e.g., fi+ and H+), then

the stopping powers of two particles are also the same at the same velocity. However,

helium or heavy ions have more charges than protons and one has to know the charge

dependence of the stopping power to do a proper scaling. The relation of stopping

powers between proton and helium can be written as

where ZH+ and Z\\e are the atomic numbers of the ions and 7He is defined as a

fractional effective charge of He. Ziegler [Zie85, Zie88] fitted all available experimental

H+ and He stopping,powers by using the following function for

7ge = 1 - exp f- £ a, ln(£)'l , (2.66)
L «=i J

where E is in keV/amu and found that

fll = 0.28650, a2 = 0.1266, a3 =-0.001429,

a4 = 0.02402, as = -0.01135, a6 = 0.001475.

This method of scaling the He stopping power to that of the proton will be used later

to compute the stopping power of isobutane gas.

2.2.6 Stopping Powers for Monte Carlo Simulation

To have a good knowledge of energy loss of muons below 500 keV, one has to study

the experimental data carefully since the Bethe-Bloch formula can not handle the
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energy loss in this region. This is a necessary step to follow if one wants to write a

Monte Carlo simulation code. For the angular distribution measurement of beam-foil

muonium, we have three materials which need to be studied in detail; they are (1)

aluminum, (2) mylar, and (3) isobutane gas.

Aluminum (AI)

The stopping power of Al is shown in Fig. 2.11. The data points shown here are the

experimental data of proton stopping power. The dashed line is from the Ziegler's

fit [And77b] which is

t =
(2-68)

where S is in eV-cm2/1015 molecules, E is the energy in keV/amu, and the fitting

parameters are found to be

at = 4.793, a2 = 4.153, a3 = 2766.0,

a4 = 164.5, a5 = 0.02023.

The solid line is Ziegler's fit [Zie85] with

ftifh

a3E
a*, (2.70)

Shi8h = faeln[f + aBE],

whose parameters are

a 1 = 0.039001, a2 = 0.0045415, a3 = 5.5463,

a4 = 0.39562, a5 = 1589.2 a6 = 0.95316, (2.71)

a7 = 816.16, a8 = 0.047484.

The lack of smoothness of the solid line at 25 keV/amu is due to the use of the

stopping power proportional to v09 for E < 25 keV/amu. This fit (solid line) will be

utilized later for the Monte Carlo simulation. The maximum stopping power (Smax)

is at 60 keV/amu which corresponds to 7 keV for a muon.
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Figure 2.11: Stopping power of proton in Al.
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Mylar (C5H4O2)

The stopping power of mylar is shown in Fig. 2.12. The points with soild circles are the

experimental data [Tak90] for proton stopping power. The dotted line represents the

calculation from Bragg's rule which reproduces the experimental data satisfactorily

and this will be used later for the Monte Carlo simulation. The dashed line is obtained

from by using the scaling law explained in section 2.2.5 and the Takahiro's fit for He

stopping power in mylar:

, (2-72)

= § ln[ l+f +asE],

where S is in eV-cm2/1015 molecules, E is the energy in keV, and the fitting param-

eters are found to be

at = 1.603, a2 = 0.5225, a3 = 11.34E+3,
(2.7J1

a4 = 200.5E+3, a5 = 0.03127.

This fit is then converted to the proton stopping power by using the method of

scaling explained in section 2.2.5 and the scaling reproduces the proton stopping

power reasonably well.

Isobutane Gas (C4H10)

We do not have proton stopping power data for isobutane gas. Instead, we have helium

stopping power data which are shown in Fig. 2.13. The dotted line represents the

calculation from Bragg's rule and this clearly underestimates* the energy loss. The

experimental stopping power in isobutane gas agrees with the general observation

of the physical state effect made by Thwaites [Thw87]; his observations are (1) the

stopping cross-sections are generally observed to be greater in a gas than in the

equivalent condensed phase and (2) this effect decreases as energy increases.

[Lod74].
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Figure 2.13: Stopping power of He in isobut&ne.
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The solid line is the fit from Rezvani [Rez84] and the fitting function is

A = J - -

) , (2.74)

Shigk = f l [ ]

where S is in eV-cm2/1015 molecules, E is the energy in MeV, and the fitting param-

eters are found to be

aj = 54.0550346, a2 = 0.2982702, a3 = 1581.3059845,
(2.75)

a4 = 0.7289645, as = 0.0628188.

This fit will be used later for the Monte Carlo simulation.

The dashed line is obtained from the scaling method explained in section 2.2.5

and the Table 4 in [Zie88].

2.3 Charge Exchange

The interaction of ion beams with thin solid targets leads to charge changes and

electronic excitation of the ions. Although the beam-foil technique has stimulated

many investigations in atomic spectroscopy, a comprehensive model of the beam-foil

interaction explaining all the experimental results, does not exist at this time, even

for projectiles as simple as protons. But there have been many experimental and

theoretical investigations on this topic and a brief review can be given.

In section 2.3.1, we will review the experimental results and the corresponding

theoretical models for charge exchange processes. The experimental studies of level

populations in beam-foil excitation will also be reviewed in the next subsection.

2.3.1 Charge State Fraction from Solids

When a beam of light ions (H+ or D+) passes through a solid target, electrons are

captured and lost by the ions, and a beam of three (positive, neutral, and negative)

different charge states emerge from the target. The charge exchange processes can

be interpreted to be analogous to Bohr's conception of gases: The ions capture and
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lose electrons in single collisions with the atomic nuclei and electrons of the solid. It

was found [Hal50] that there is no dependence on the target atomic number for the

charge states of emerging beams in contrast to the results obtained in gases [A1153].

This can be interpreted as a contamination effect: the process of oxidation and the

growth of a dirt la]/er at the surface of the foils. This was checked by evaporating the

fresh target material on the exit surface of the foils [Phi55]. The freshly evaporated

foil yields more (5 to 20%) neutral components for E < 30 keV/amu and less (20

to 50%) for E > 30 keV/amu than a dirty foil, but the foil oxidizes quickly so that

within 20 minutes there is no difference on the charge state yields from the freshly

evaporated and dirty foils. The charge state fraction from a dirty foil is shown in

Fig. 2.14.

Since the pioneering work by Phillips [Phi55], there have been many experiments

to measure the charge state of hydrogen [Meg73, Poe80, Kre82, Ros86] and deu-

terium [Ber72, Poe80, Kre82, Ros90] emerging from solid targets and their measure-

ments were found to agree well with Phillips. At the high energy (E > 150 kev/amu)

region, the data of Chateau-Thierry et al. [Cha76], Kimura et al. [Kim79], and Ross

et al. [Ros86] are all consistent with each other.

The theoretical studies on the charge exchange process can be divided into three

regions: (1) high energy (E > 100 keV/amu), (2) intermediate energy (25 keV/amu

< E < 100 keV/amu), and (3) low energy (E < 25 keV/amu).

High Energy Region (E > 100 keV/amu)

When the velocity of ions is greater than a few times the Bohr velocity, «&, the

solid cannot respond rapidly enough to screen the ions and the charge state can

be given by scaling gas target results to solid densities, i.e., the cross sections are

unchanged [Cro77j. At this high energy the negative ions can be neglected and the

equation for the neutral fraction $o and the positive ion fraction $+ at a position x

along the beam in a solid can be written as

, (2.76)
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Figure 2.14: FVactional charge states from experimental data of hydrogen and deu-
terium beams.
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where oc and O{ are the cross sections of electron capture and loss, respectively and

n is the density of the target foil. The equilibrium neutral fraction can be found as

*° = ~o~+7{ ( 2 J 7 )

A recent experiment [Far86] confirmed the validity of this theory.

Intermediate Energy Region (25 keV/amu < E < 100 keV/amu)

In the intermediate energy region, the screening by the target electrons and the solid-

state effects [Sol84, Ech88] are very important factors in determining the charge state.

It is believed that an electron may be captured into a bound state of a moving proton

through the following processes:

1. Shell process: An electron can make a transition from a bound state of an atom

in the lattice to a bound state of the moving proton. This is an atomic-like

process.

2. Auger process: An electron is captured or lost creating an electronic excitation

in the solid.

3. Resonant process: A proton moving through the lattice feels an effective time-

dependent potential of a frequency that can result in a transition of an electron

from the valence or conduction band.

There is very good agreement between the theory [Ech88] and experiment in the

intermediate energy region.

Low Energy Region (E < 25 keV/amu)

In the low energy region, the present theory [Ech88j cannot reproduce the experi-

mental result. The difference between theory and experiment seems to be related to

surface effects [Pen90].
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2.3.2 Excited State Populations

Many theoretical models [Jac53, Gar73] predict the so called the n"3 scaling law such

that

Nn = Nin-
p (2.78)

where p = 3, n is the principal quantum number, Nn and Ni are the number of

neutral atoms (hydrogen or deuterium) at the n-excited state and the ground state,

respectively.

Experimentally it has been verified by many workers [11165, Bay74, Kin79] that

n~3 law is well obeyed for gaseous targets. For solid targets, the study of charge

transfer to the continuum in proton carbon foil collisions are compatible* with the

n~3 scaling law. In low n experiments Veje et al. [Vej79] showed that p can be as

high as 3.8 for hydrogen projectiles at 25 keV/amu for 2 < n < 10. Latimer et

al. [Lat82] investigated the state distribution of highly excited atoms formed by 5-30

keV protons passing through a thin carbon foil and p was found to be 4.35 ± 0.2 for

14 < n < 25. Andresen et al. [And79] measured the excited state populations in

proton carbon foil collisions and found that p is 4.0 at 25 kev/amu and 3.7 at 100

keV/amu for 2 < n < 10. Hucke et al. [Huc88] also measured np level populations

in hydrogen-like lithium after foil excitation (for the lowest levels: n = 2, 3, and 4);

they found that p = 4.15 ± 0.8, 2.8 ± 0.6, and 2.3 ± 0.4 for E = 100, 300, and 600

keV/amu, respectively.

In general, p is found to be higher than 3 for all energy ranges of projectiles with

p higher for lower energy of the projectiles. This can be understood because at lower

energy the neutral atoms are more populated in the ground state than in the excited

states.

It would be interesting to see how the neutral component of n = 2 state behaves

in terms of the energy variation. Table 2.2 shows the the neutral fraction of n = 2

state which is computed by utilizing the data of Hucke et al. [Huc88j and neglecting

n = 3 or higher states. The values of the total neutral fraction are computed from

the fitting function given in Eq. (4.44) and (4.45); this is a fit to the neutral fraction

*The average scaling law exponent (p) is found to be 2.95 for protons in the energy rage 0.5 - 2.5
MeV.
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Energy (keV)

100
300
600

N

0.06
0.14
0.20

±
±
±

v,
0
0

03
06

0.06

N2/(l

0.05
0.13
0.17

±
±
±

0.03
0.05
0.04

Qtot

0.246
0.026
0.001

™b
0.013 ±
0.003 ±

(17 ±4)

-.2

0.007
0.001
x 10~5

Table 2.2: Neutral fraction of n = 2 state computed from the data of Hucke et a/.,
Phillips, and Berkner et al.

data of hydrogen [Phi55] and deuterium [Ber72]. Although the ratio of n = 2 state

to the total states decreases as energy decreases, the netural fraction of n — 2 state

increases as energy decreases; this is due to the dominant effect given by the total

neutral fraction over to the ratio of n = 2 state to the total states. This means that

we can still get more n = 2 atoms by lowing the initial beam energy.

The experiments to measure the neutral fraction and the populations of np terms

(n = 2 — 4) for 10 — 500 keV/amu hydrogen [Bau84a] and deuterium [Bau84b, Bau85]

emerging from a carbon foil showed that for E > 150 keV/amu, the np terms closely

follow the neutral fraction variation but for E < 150 keV/amu, the np population de-

creases as E decreases with respect to the neutral fraction data. This result indicates

that, at low energies, there is an enhancement of the ground state population relative

to the np population (n = 2 — 4) with respect to that ratio at higher energies.

Many experiments measuring the ratio of the 2s to the 2p populations are based

on Stark mixing of the n = 2 states of hydrogen atoms in an electric field. The

relative 2s and 2p populations are then deduced, either from the analysis of the rate

of decay of Ly a. radiation [Bic68], or from the study of quantum beats in decays

of Ly a [Gab81, Sel69a, Sel69b, And70, Alg73], or from the measurement of the

dependence of the Ly a intensity on the applied electric field [Clo85], or from the

measurements based on the beam-foil-laser excitation method [Gar89]. The result of

their measurements are tabulated in Table. 2.3.

The table shows that the ratio of the 2s to the 2p beam-foil populations for E >

100 keV/amu is larger than 0.6. This indicates that the 2s states are preferentially

populated by a factor of 2, compared to a statistical distribution. Since the variation
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Experiment
Bickel Bic68]
Alguard and Drake [Alg73]

Gabrielse et al. [Gab81[
Clouvas et al. [Clo85]
Garnir et al. [Gar89]

Energy (keV/amu)
240
305
340

100 to 550
800

100 to 300

N2./N2v

1.08 ± 0.20
1.10 ±0.10
1.32 ± 0.10
0.75 to 1.00
0.82 ± 0.03
0.61 ± 0.04

Table 2.3: Ratio of probabilities for beam-foil excitation of 2s and 2p states for the
given proton energy.

of the population ratio of 25 to 2P states on energy is small which is less than a

factor of 2, the neutral fraction of 25 state is also expected to increase as the energy

of the emerging beam decreases.

It is interesting to note that molecular beams of Hj and Hj produce more neutral

fraction than H+ beam does [Meg73]. From the measurements of relative populations

of the ns + nd levels in hydrogen for 2 < n < 10, Andresen et al. [And79] observed

that Hj beam populates all levels by 20% more than the proton beam at 25 keV and

also at 100 keV. Similarly, H3" produces a 45% greater population of all levels. From

the study of the 2a and 2p populations of hydrogen atoms, Clouvas et al. [Clo85],

however, found that although there is an increase of the n — 2 population by the

molecular effects, this effect involves uniquely the 2p sublevel; the 2s term is not

effected.



Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

This chapter will mainly discuss the tools that we used for our experiment. They can

be divided into three parts: (1) the /z+-beam from the accelerator, (2) our apparatus

which consists of the scattering chamber and the detectors, and (3) the electronics

and data acquisition system.

The initial setting of the apparatus and our effort to maximize the M formation

fraction (i.e., the ratio of M intensity to the /*+-beam) will also be discussed later in

this chapter.

3.1 Tools for the Experiment

The experiment employing the beam-foil [Bol81] method to measure the angular

distribution of fi+ and M was conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facil-

ity (LAMPF). A half-mile-long linear accelerator provides a proton (H+) beam of

energy 800 MeV with an average current of 1 milliampere. The H+ beam has a

macrostructure of 800 psec beam-gate length and a 120 Hz repetition rate. It also

has a microstructure consisting of a fractional nanosecond-wide bunch at every 5 nsec.

At the time of our experiment, the average duty factor and current were 6.8% and

840 /xA, respectively.

50
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3.1.1 The Stopped Muon Channel

The Stopped Muon Channel (SMC) [Tho79] (see Fig. 3.1) at LAMPF provides the

intense source of muons. In front of this channel there is a target (A2) through which

the main proton beam passes and the channel is oriented to the proton beam at 65°.

The optimum 0° is unavailable because of downstream users of the proton beam.

The channel consists of 4 dipole magnets and 21 quadrupole magnets. For muon

production, we can have the following several different modes of operation:

1. Backward decay beam: Muons (/*+ and fi~) are produced from the pion back-

ward decay in flight. The momentum of muons is about the half of the pion

momentum. This mode produces the cleanest 40-150 MeV/c muon beam.

2. Forward decay beam: Muons (/z+ and fi~) are produced from the pion for-

ward decay in flight. The momentum of muons is slightly larger than the pion

momentum. This mode produces the 100-250 MeV/c muon beam of highest

intensity.

3. Surface beam: Positive muons (fi+) are produced from the pions stopped and

decayed near the surface of the A2 target. The maximum momentum of these

muons is 29.8 MeV/c. This mode produces 20-30 MeV/c j*+-beam of high

stopping density.

4. Subsurface beam: Positive muons (fi+) are produced from the pions stopped and

decayed some distance from the surface of the A2 target. This mode produces

a 3-20 MeV/c /x+-beam of extremely high stopping density.

Originally the channel was designed to have three sections with an emphasis upon

the backward decay mode:

1. Pion collect section: The two bending magnets (BM01 and BM02) and four

quadrupole magnets (QM01 to QM04) serve to collect pions.

2. Decay section: The ten quadrupole magnets (QM05 to QM14) serve to focus

pions and collect decayed muons.
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Target A-2

Proton Beam Line

- LEGEND -

QM * Quadrupole Magnet
BM » Bending Magnet
BL = Beam Plug
SV » Vacuum Valve

0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.1: The Stopped Muon Channel (SMC) at LAMPF.
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3. Analyzer section: The seven quadrupole magnets (QM15 to QM21) and two

bending magnets (BM03 and BM04) serve to separate the muons from the

pions and electrons.

In this experiment, the channel was tuned with the subsurface fi+ mode and we had

the following extension (Fig. 3.1) downstream of the SMC channel:

1. One 40° bending dipole magnet (BM05)

2. One set of quadrupole magnets (Q22 and Q23): the polarities of the magnets

were chosen so that Q22 provides horizontal focusing (HF) and Q23 vertical

focusing (VF').

3. E x B Electrostatic Separator

4. One set of quadrupole magnets (Q24 and Q25): Q24 for HF and Q25 for VF.

5. Scattering chamber

3.1.2 Radioactive Gas

When the primary proton current exceeds 250 /xA, the temperature of the pion-

production target gets so hott such that radioactive gases are produced. These gases

which mainly consist of 12N with the mean lifetime (= r) of 0.025 sec and "He with

r = 1.165 sec diffuse down the muon channel and they can cause a serious problem

to the detectors located downstream of the channel. These gases can be stopped by

installing a thin mylar window of thickness 1.5 pm at the end of the channel and

at the same time having a rather poor vacuum (~ 10"3 Torr) condition within the

channel. The poor vacuum will increase the diffusion time of the radioactive gases so

that all the gases decay before reaching the end of channel.

This thin gas barrier will give a negligible energy loss for the surface beam. For

the subsurface beam of 7.5 MeV/c, it produces an energy loss about 10%.

'The vertical focusing of Q23 before the separator is essential since the gap (= 10cm) between
two plates of separator is less than the width (=15cm) of the plates.

•At the current of 650 /iA, the temperature gets to 400 K.
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3.1.3 E x B Electrostatic Separator

The main background from the channel is provided by the beam positrons which

consist of the positrons from /i+-decay and 3r°-decay. The positron contamination

was measured [Tho79, Rei78] to be e+//i+ « 10 at 28 MeV/c of the surface beam. By

inserting 0.3 mm CH2 upstream of BM03, the beam positron are reduced to e+/fi+ « 1

because of the different energy loss of /*+ and c+ . However for the subsurface beam,

the positron contamination is about 100 times higher (e+/fi+ w 1000) due to the

lower muon rate for the lower energy ^+-beam.

In order to reduce the beam positrons significantly, the E x B electrostatic sep-

arator was utilized downstream of the channel. A static electric and magnetic field

perpendicular to each other in the direction transverse to the beam will serve as a

velocity filter. The positron contamination is reduced to e+/jx+ « 0.1 for a 10 MeV/c

of /i+-beam.

This separator has two high voltage plates of 100 cm long, 15 cm wide and the

gap between the two plates is 10 cm. The effective magnetic field length is 38 cm.

3.1.4 Scattering Chamber

The apparatus for measuring the angular distribution of muons and muonium is shown

in Fig. 3.2. A 7.5 MeV/c subsurface fi+-beam was delivered to our apparatus from the

SMC. The beam is first collimated by Pb of 5 cm in diameter and 3.8 cm thickness.

A low pressure multi-wire proportional chamber [Ket90] (MWPC) downstream of the

collimator was used both as a moderator and as a muon counter. The fi+ formed

M by electron capture in a thin Al target foil (0.78 fim — 0.21 mg/cm2). To observe

muonium, fi+ were swept away by a bending magnet which was placed downstream of

the target foil. This magnet was turned off while measuring the muon* distribution.

Beyond the magnetic Held, particles were again collimated and then stopped by a

microchannel plate detector (MCP) located at various angles (0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, and

45°) to the incident /i+-beam axis. Two pairs of scintillators mounted above (St)

*From now on the term "muons" will be used to denote all the particlei (i.e., ft+ and M ) coming
out of a foil. This means that muonium is implicitly included in muons; / j + will be used for notating
the positive muon oniy.
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Pb MWPC

20 cm

Rotating
Collimator

Al Target Foil

Sweeping Magnet

Chamber Door

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The setup is shown
for the case of the angular distribution measurement at 10° from the
beam axis.
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and below (5'j,) the MCP were used to detect the decay positrons to verify from the

lifetime spectrum that the particles detected by the MCP are muons. The intensities

of fi+ and M emerging from the Al foil at different angles were obtained from both a

time-of-flight spectrum (between MWPC and MCP) and a lifetime spectrum (between

MCP and (St or S&)). The pressure in the vacuum chamber was kept at ~ 10"6 torr

for proper operation of the MCP and to ensure that the mean free path between

collisions of the particles of interest with the residual gas was much larger than the

dimensions of the apparatus. The data taking time for the muon measurements at a

fixed angle was 1 to 4 hours and that for M measurements was 10 to 20 hours. We

spent more time on the measurements at large angles due to the low rate at these

positions and the time taken for M observation was longer than that for muons to

allow acquisition of a similar number of counts for both cases.

Muon Counter (MWPC)

A multi-wire proportional chamber [Ket90] (MWPC) shown in Fig. 3.3 was used as a

muon counter in this experiment. In the previous experiments [Kua89, Woo90], a 20

fim scintillator was used as a muon counter and its mass length was about 2 mg/cm2.

The optimum momentum was chosen to be 9.75 MeV/c. In this experiment, we were

utilizing the lower momentum (7.5 MeV/c) beam; a typical thin scintillator counter

was abandoned at this very low fi+-beam momentum because the muons all stop in a

20 //m scintillator and the light output from a thinner (< 20 fim) one was too low to be

useful. Hence we used the MWPC counter as muon counter and its mass length (~ 0.6

mg/cm3) was about three times smaller than the 20 fim scintillator. The chamber is

a cylinder of 23 cm diameter and 6 cm height. It has 7.6 cm diameter holes covered

with 1.5 /im (209 fig/cm2) mylar windows at both sides of the chamber. Inside of the

chamber, there are five wire planes: center anode plane, two outer cathode planes,

and two intermediate planes. The anode and intermediate planes have 20 fim wires

at every 2 mm; the cathode plane has 50 fim wires at every 2 mm. The voltage

settings were +720 V on the anode, —590 V on the cathode; the intermediate planes

was grounded. The chamber was filled with 210 fig/cm2 isobutane gas at 10 Torr

pressure. When a muon passes through the MWPC counter, a certain number of
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electron-ion pairs is created. In the immediate surroundings of the anode wires, the

electric field increases as 1/r. The electrons from the primary ionization drift toward

the nearest anode wire and gain an kinetic energy exceeding the ionization energy of

the gas. The energetic electrons liberate the electron-ion pairs and a chain of such

processes leads to an avalanches of electrons and positive ions yielding negative pulses

with very fast rise times. This can be exploited as a signal ampliation mechanism in

gas counters. MWPC counter has been used typically as a position sensitive detector

but for our experiment we utilized our MWPC as a counter of the initial /x+-beam

intensity which gives the normalization of angular distribution measurements.

MicroChannel Plate (MCP)

The microchannel plate (MCP) mounted on the rotating rod served as both a beam

stop and a detector for p+ and M. It is a Chevron CEMA (Model 3075) manufactured

by Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation and consists of two microchannel plates tilted

with each other. The MCP is an array of many small-diameter channels fused to

together parallel to one another in the shape of a thin disk. The inner surfaces of the

channels are coated with a semiconductor material so as to act as secondary electron

emitters while the flat end surfaces of the plate are coated with a metallic alloy so

as to allow a potential difference to be applied along the length of the holes. When

a potential is applied between the faces of the plate, a uniform axial electrostatic

field is generated in each channel. Charged particles entering the input end of a

channel generate secondary electrons when they collide with the wall. These electrons

are accelerated along the channel until they strike the wall again, generating more

secondary electrons. This avalanching process produces a large number of electrons

at the output end of the channel as a result of each input particle. The channel

axes of the two plates are tilted with respect to one another by 16° in order to

eliminate troublesome feedback from positive ions which form in the channels and

drift backwards along the hole. The MCP was used to detect an individual ft+ or

A/and it gives very good timing resolutions of < 1 nsec due to the smaller dimensions

of the microchannel plates. The detection efficiency is expected to be 65 ± 10% from

the study [Gao84, Ort85] of H+, He+, and O+ and the active diameter is 7.5 cm and
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the low pressure multi-wire proportional chamber
(MWPC).
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the angular acceptance from the center of the foil is about 4°.

3.1.5 Electronics

The electronics for measuring the lifetime and time-of-flight (TOF) spectra is shown

in Fig. 3.4. The signature of /i+ or M incident on the MCP is defined as the start of

the lifetime [between MCP and (St or Sb)] and the TOF (between MWPC and MCP)

measurements if it occurs within the beam gate; this start opens a 10 fisec gate.

The two pairs of scintillators mounted above (5(1 and S^) and below (S^ and

S42) the MCP were used to detect the decay positrons (e+) from /z+ or M stopped

at the MCP. The positrons passing through either the top scintillators or the bottom

ones are defined as two separate lifetime stops (Life (St) Stop and Life (Si,) Stop) if

this happens within 10 /isec gate of MCP.

The time between the MWPC and the MCP can be measured by the coincidence

of the delayed signal of MWPC and 10 /isec gate of the MCP. This signature is

defined as TOF Stop. Since there are more than one MWPC signal within the 10

//see MCP gate due to the higher rate of the incident /*+-beam, we used the LeCroy

4208 (8 channel wide range real-time TDC) to record multiple stops. These stops

are in cascade mode which means that the first stop enables the second one and the

second stop enables the third and we had up to six multiple stops. The remaining

two stops operating in independent mode were used for the lifetime measurement.

The time resolution was given by the TDC resolution of 1 nsec for all 8 TDCs.

The scintillator signature defined as 5 is the signal of a decay positrons detected

on either top (St) or bottom (Sb) scintillators,' the cosmic particles go through both

scintillators and are eliminated in this signature. The coincidence between 5 and the

10 /xsec gate MCP signal is used as our trigger. This trigger is disabled whenever the

MWPC HV supply trips or our computer is in busy mode.

3.1.6 Data Acquisition and Analyzing Systems

The Q [MP185] data acquisition system developed at LAMPF was used as our soft-

ware for recording and a preliminary on-line analysis of data. The hardware consists of
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Figure 3.4: Electronics for lifetime and time-of-flight (TOF) measurements.
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a VAXStation II/GPX mini-computer, a hard disk of 71 MB space, and two Kennedy

9100 9-track tape drives. The interfaces between the computer and the CAMAC sys-

tem are the LAMPF trigger module and the Bi-Ra Microprogrammable Branch Drive

(MBD) [ShI74]. The acquisition of data starts from the trigger module by receiving a

signal from the experiment. This trigger module then generates a look-at-me (LAM)

signal to the MBD. The MBD determines which event was triggered and proceeds to

acquire the CAMAC data for that particular event and transfer them to the computer.

The analysis of data has been carried out on the VAX clusters at the Data Anal-

ysis Center (DAC) of LAMPF. The primary DAC computers are Digital Equipment

Corporation (DEC) VAX computers running the VMS operating system; they are

VAX 8650 (MPXO), VAX 8700 (MPX1), VAX 6420 (MPX2), and two VAXstation

3100/76s (DACVS0 and DACVS1).

Most of the programmed codes including the Monte Carlo simulation codes (ANGDIST

&t ANGFIT) were written in FORTRAN and the DCL command language. ANGDIST

is the simulation code for the angular distribution experiment; ANGFIT is the code

that fits output from the simulation to the experimental data and generates vari-

ous plots. More than 200 batch jobs have been submitted to VAX clusters for the

simulation study.
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3.2 Muonium Production

In the beginning stage of the experiment, we tried to maximize the muonium for-

mation fraction \P0 (= Mf/ftf, where ftf is the intensity of the initial /i+-beam) by

optimizing the momentum of the /<+-beam from the SMC.

The MCP was fixed at 0° and the Nal(Tl) detector was sitting right below the

MCP. Muons were swept away by the sweeping magnet and muonium atoms were

stopped by the MCP. The positive muons in muonium decayed into positrons and the

Michel energy spectrum of positrons were measured with a Nal(Tl) crystal detector.

Muonium intensity was obtained by the fitting of the Michel spectrum. The apparatus

setup and the method of fit were essentially the same as ones shown elsewhere [Kua88,

Ket90]. The Nai(Tl) detector is a cylinder of 25 cm diameter and 25 cm height

and the positrons having energies up to 53 MeV can penetrate the Nal(Tl) detector

about 5 cm in depth. Its photon yield is about one photon per 25 keV of deposited

energy and the pulse height is proportional to the deposited energy. The energy

resolution was found to be 22%/E1*4 (FWHM) [Hug72] where E is in MeV. Fig. 3.5

shows the muonium formation fraction as a function of the /*+-beam momentum. We

normalize it to !**„,., the incident j<+-beam intensity during the proton beam spill,

whose definition is given in section 4.2. The data points with solid circles are the

measurements with the sweeping magnet at B = 1.78 kG; those with open circles are

the measurements with the sweeper at B = 3.56 kG. The remaining three points are

from the Monte Carlo simulation5 and the further explanation of these points will

be given later in section 3.2.3. The maximum M formation fraction occurs at the

momentum of 7.5* MeV/c subsurface /*+-beam; we chose the /*+-beam momentum

for the angular distribution measurement to be this value.

'Refer the section 4.5.
'This value is somewhat smaller than the ones (9.75 MeV/c) from the previous experi-

ments [KuaS9, Woo90); this is due to the fact that they used a 20 pm thickness scintillator as
a muon counter whose mass length (2 mg/cm3) is about three times larger than our MWPC counter
and if they used lower /*+-beam momentum, then most of the muons would have been stopped at
the muon counter and the M formation fraction decreased substantially.
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Figure 3.5: Muonium formation fraction as a function of /i+-beam momentum.
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pjncKlent ( M e V / C )

7.2

7.5

7.9

8.2

9.0

Run Number
169
185
204
206
134
141
142
133
144
130

26,671,596
5,861,941

11,068,599
19,384,302

9,286,378
20,112,914
13,538,504
27,458,862
81,979,240
5,568,562

%
100
16
30
54

21
47
32
25
75

100

S trigger
St + Sb

st + sb
st + sb
st + sb
st + sb

s,
st

st + sb
st

st + sb

MS01 (cm)
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1

Table 3.1: Relevant information about muon data.

3.2.1 Muon Data

Beside the muonium data for finding the maximum M formation fraction, we also have

some limited amount of data on output (t+ and M with different initial fi+ momenta

which were obtained by turning off the sweeping magnet. The time-of-flight spectra

of these data can be converted to distributions in energy by the method shown in

section 4.4.1 and the normalizations were again done to fi*orT, the beam-correlated

counts of the MWPC muon counter. Table 3.1 shows some useful information about

these muon data. The muon data of the three higher momenta (7.9, 8.2, and 9.0

MeV/c) were obtained by the fully open vertical jaws (MS01*); the well adjusted

MS01 settings were used for obtaining the data of the lower momenta (7.2 and 7.5

MeV/c). Some of these data of the same momentum were combined for the later

analysis. Figs. 3.6 to 3.8 show three independent runs for the muon data of 7.9

MeV/c incident momentum. As these figures show, the shapes of the distributions

are almost exactly the same but the normalized counts of the runs 141 and 142 are

almost 40% less than the one of the run 134. This is due to the fact that between

these runs we set the scintillators (St and Sb) at 20° and for the runs 141 and 142 we

only set the top scintillators (St) at 0° and the bottom scintillators (S&*) were turned

'See Fig. 3.1.
•This consists of 40% of total S trigger.
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off and not used in the trigger. Figs 3.9 and 3.10 also show this effect for the runs of

8.2 MeV/c. For muon data of 7.5 MeV/c momentum, the Sj was used in the trigger

all the time and the normalized counts are about equal for the three runs shown in

Figs. 3.11 to 3.13.
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Figure 3.6: Muon data of 7.9 MeV/c momentum for run 134.
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Figure 3.7: Muon data of 7.9 MeV/c momentum for run 141.
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Figure 3.8: Muon data of 7.9 MeV/c momentum for run 142.
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Figure 3.9: Muon data of 8.2 MeV/c momentum for run 133.
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Figure 3.10: Muon data of 8.2 MeV/c momentum for run 144.
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Figure 3.11: Muon data of 7.5 MeV/c momentum for run 185.
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Figure 3.12: Muon data of 7.5 MeV/c momentum for run 204.
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Figure 3.13: Muon data of 7.5 MeV/c momentum for run 206.
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3.2.2 Obtaining PQ and oP

It is important to study the momentum distributions of the /i+-beam from SMC for

different momenta. By utilizing the Monte Carlo simulation code* developed by the

author, the mean (Po) and the width (<rp) of the initial beam momentum can be

obtained by a search for the best simulated distributions to the experimental data.

Figs. 3.15 to 3.19 show the result of these studies. In order to increase the statistics,

the runs with the same momentum are added* together to create a distribution in

one momentum value. The data points with error bars are given for the experimental

data and the solid line indicates the simulated muon distribution. By looking at those

figures, the distributions (solid line) simulate the experimental distributions very well

except the Figs. 3.17 and 3.18. These are the distributions with the incident 7.9 and

8.2 MeV/c /i+-beams; there are substantial amount of low energy tails. One possible

explanation ;>f these tails is the /*+-beam from SMC may have two peaks in the initial

beam di; .fcmtions. The two peaks in the initial p+-beam has also been seen in the

REVMOC [Kos83, Kos87] simulation for the surface beam with the fully open vertical

jaws but the two peaks disappeared for a narrower jaw setting. Since the jaw setting

for the subsurface beam is wider than that for the surface beam due to the lower

rate of the subsurface beam from SMC, the two peaks can be expected to be seen

in this low momentum beam. The initial distribution for the subsurface beam can

be simulated (see Figs. 3.20 and 3.21) by adding another Gaussian distribution to

the initial /i+-beam and the final simulated distributions are shown in Figs. 3.22 and

3.23. The second peaks identically consist of 75-80% height of the primary peaks with

7.1 MeV/c momentum with the 3% width in full width at half maximum (FWHM)

(i.e., ffp = 0.1 MeV/c). This secondary peak seems to be responsible for the slowly

decreasing M formation fraction curve for energies above 7.5 MeV/c. Even for ft+-

beam with incident momentum of 9.0 MeV/c (Fig. 3.19), this low-energy tail still

exists but with diminished intensity.

Table 3.2 shows the mean (Po) and the width (op) of the simulated initial muon

distribution for a given incident momentum. Fig. 3.14 shows that the simulated beam

'The detailed explanation about the code will be given in section 4.5.
*The runs without S'j-trigger were also added.
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momentum is linearly related with the incident beam momentum; a least-squared fit

will give the following relation:

simulated _ pincident

Q = air0
(3.1)

where

ax = 0.65 ±0.13,

a2 = 2.52 ±1.00.
(3.2)

Here the error bars are given for the width (ap) of the beam momentum values.

Indent (MeV/c)
7.2
7.5

7.9
8.2
9.0

Po (MeV/c)
7.2
7.43

7.7
7.87
8.35

^p (MeV/c) LAp/po(FWHM) (%)
0.10
0.17

0.20
0.22
0.25

3.26
5.38

6.10
6.57
7.04

MS01 (cm) |

16.9
16.9

19.1
19.1
19.1

Table 3.2: Mean and width of the initial ^+-beam distributions in momentum. Only
the primary peak is accounted in this table. Ap is defined to be 2.35 ap.
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Figure 3.14: Simulated momentum vs. incident momentum.
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Figure 3.15: Final energy distribution of the incident 7.2 MeV/c /i+-beam.
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Figure 3.16: Final energy distribution of the incident 7.5 MeV/c /i+-beam.
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Figure 3.17: Final energy distribution of the incident 7.9 MeV/c /i+-beam.
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Figure 3.18: Final energy distribution of the incident 8.2 MeV/c /*+-beam.
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Figure 3.19: Final energy distribution of the incident 9.0 MeV/c ^+-beam.
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Figure 3.20: Initial energy distribution of the incident 7.9 MeV/c /i+-beam with
two peaks.
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Figure 3.21: Initial energy distribution of the incident 8.2 MeV/c /i+-beam with
two peaks.
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Figure 3.22: Final energy distribution of the incident 7.9 MeV/c /a+-beam with two
peaks.
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Figure 3.23: Final energy distribution of the incident 8.2 MeV/c ^+-beam with two
peaks.
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3.2.3 M Formation Fraction from the Simulation

The data with two different momenta (7.2 and 7.5 MeV/c) with the same vertical jaw

(MS01*) setting can be compared with each other. Fig. 3.24 shows the normalized*

muon angular distribution for two different momenta; the solid points are for the

experimental data and the open points are from the simulation. From these muon

distributions, we can produce the normalized muonium distribution by utilizing the

neutral fraction data of hydrogen [Phi55] and deuterium [Ber72]. Fig. 3.25 shows

the normalized muonium angular distributions for two different momenta. The data

points with solid circles are the actual data* we obtained from the angular distribution

measurements for nominal 7.5 MeV/c /i+-beam. The data points with open circles are

the simulated M distribution for 7.43 MeV/c /z+-beam; those with open squares are

the simulated M distribution for 7.2 MeV/c /x+-beam. The zero angle for muonium

measurements turned out to be —8.7° ;̂ the M formation fraction drop by the factor

of 6. The simulated M data of 7.2 MeV/c /*+-beam at the apparatus zero angle was

already shown in Fig. 3.5 after it was extrapolated with respect to the data at 7.5

MeV/c.

The muon data with higher momenta (7.9, 8.2, and 9.0 MeV/c) obtained from the

fully opened MS01 can be used to produce the simulated M distribution. In order

to get a proper normalization for each momentum, only the runs with the complete

5-trigger (i.e., St + 56) are used. Fig. 3.26 shows the normalized M distributions

of three different momenta. These data of 7.9 MeV/c (a point with open triangle)

and 9.0 MeV/c (a point with inverted triangle) were shown in Fig. 3.5 after they

were extrapolated with respect to the data at 8.2 MeV/c. Fig. 3.5 shows that the

M formation fraction data produced from the time-of-flight measurements and the

simulation study agrees well with the Nal(Tl) data.

•See Fig. 3.1.
t Normalization is done by / i j , r r .
•Refer the sections 4.4.1 and 4.5.
'This is the angle between the MCP direction and the incident /i+-beam direction before the Al

foil with the sweeper on. Refer the section 4.3.
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Figure 3.24: Muon angular distributions for 7.2 and 7.5 MeV/c /i+-beams.
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Figure 3.25: Muonium angular distributions for 7.2 and 7.5 MeV/c /j+-beams.
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Figure 3.26: Muonium angular distributions for 7.9, 8.2, and 9.0 MeV/c /i+-beams.



Chapter 4

Data Analysis

In this chapter two major measurements will be analyzed in detail. These are (1) the

lifetime spectrum from the micro-channel plate (MCP) to two scintillators and (2) the

time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum from the multiwire proportiona] chamber (MWPC) to

the MCP. We mainly depend on MINUIT [jam75] for any fitting that is required in

analysis of data. In order to make a proper analysis of data, a Monte Carlo simulation

code has been written and successfully utilized.

4.1 Fitting Methods

X2-Fitting Method

Let us assume that we are given an experimental distribution with measurements at n

points, x,-, of the variable j/, with an error <r, where t goes from 1 to n and we are trying

to fit this data by a functional form /(#,; <*i,a2,...,am), where the ai, a2 , . . . ,am are

unknown parameters to be determined. We then construct

n

X2 = J2Wi[yi - /(*««H • • • »am)]2, (4.1)
« = 1

where
Wi = —x and n>m. (4.2)

85
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We can see that this is just the sum of the squared deviations of the data points from

the curve /(a:,; at,..., am) weighted by the respective errors* on y, and the x2-fitting

method states that the best values of a\ to am are obtained when the quantity x2 is

at minimum.

This x2-fitting method has been widely used for the fitting of theoretical curves

to the pulse height spectra but it is well known that this method [Bev69] consistently

underestimates the area under a peak by an amount equal to the minimum value of

X2 such that
n n

(4.3)

if f(x;a.\,...,am) has a simple form (e.g., a Gaussian peak plus a polynomial back-

ground). The x2-fitting method can be derived from the principle of maximum likeli-

hood assuming y, to be Gaussian distributed with mean /(x,-; a.\,..., am) and variance

a} such that the probability P,

is at maximum.

Maximum Likelihood Method

In a counting experiment, the data are distributed according to a Poisson distribution

and the principle of maximum likelihood requires that the probability P [Awa79]

defined by

P - ff c-/faiai om)

«=i Vi-

be a maximum. By taking the logarithm of Eq. (4.5) and neglecting the constant

term, a new quantity G can be introduced,
n

G = Ely.1 l n / ( * • ; o i , . . . ,o m ) - f(xi)au...,am)], (4,6)
t=i

which will give an area under the fitting curve equal to the total counts,

*For a counting experiment, the error <r< = y/yl for large j/< (i.e., y< > 5).
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if the quantity G is maximized.

Modified x2-Fitting Method

A modified x2-fitting method can be employed by substituting the reciprocal value

of the fitting function into the weight such that

2

This method will overestimate the area under a peak by an amount equal to the half

value of xiin-
n n 1

-ZX (4.9)

The Best Choice of Fitting Method

The choice of fitting method can be categorized in two ways:

1. when the parent distribution is known: In the case of a counting experiment,

the parent distribution is known to be Poisson and it is clear that the maximum

likelihood method is superior to other methods and we will utilize this method

in the data analysis. The results of the three methods will be compared later

in the analysis of data and a discussion will follow.

2. when the parent distribution is unknown: In the case where the parent distribu-

tion is unknown or Gaussian, we will rely on the method of \2 minimization.
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4.2 Normalization

In order to study the angular distribution of muons and muonium, one needs to get

a proper normalization. Normalization is taken with respect to the beam correlated

counts, /x+rr, of the incident muon counter; it can be derived from the following

equations:

AT — 1ST ^BG*~CB . jy *trc.cfl /
-<vt/G«CB — •''corr X T -I'uncorr * , i ^

AT _ AT v t-BG»CB , N tBG*CB
^BG»CB — l*corr ^ "J I" -LVuncarr x J 1

*SO ''UG

where

?'vG»c~B = beam ungated counts while computer live

NBG,'CB' = beam gated counts while computer live

beam correlated counts

beam uncorrelated counts

tBG = beam gated time

tvG*~cB = ungated computer live time

^BGicS = beam gated live time

tUG = ungated time.

The first equation says that the ungated live counts is the sum of the beam correlated

and uncorrelated live counts; the second equation states that the beam gated live

counts is the sum of the beam correlated and uncorrelated live counts within the

beam gate. From these equations the beam correlated and uncorrelated counts can

be derived as

BG*CB *UG»CB ~ ^BG*CB\ {IUG*BG\ /
: : ) [-. — I ,
lUG»CB ~ lBQ*CB ' ^lBG»cS'

(NVGt-cB ~ ^BG*CB\ J / . , , i \

= I ~ " ) tuG- (4.11b)
V tua»oS ~ tBGtCB '

Therefore the number of incident positive muons (i+0Tr is given by

+ _ [V-BQicB tvGrtB ~ r̂ tfO»c5 ^BG»'CB\ ftvG»BG\ {A -\0\

Pcorr - I i — / _ I [I —I' V*-1*)
\ lVGtCB~ lBGtCB / ^BGtCB'
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Particle

^u

M

Angle

0°
10°
20°
30°
45°
0°
10°
20°
30°
45°

f*torr
36,314,460
25,428,634
19,986,392
62,081,060
79,688,728

280,225,184
177,792,240
247,786,928
385,523,520
206,705,888

RgZil&sec-1)
4.832
5.027
5.333
4.934
4.525
4.647
4.770
5.185
4.844
4.660

RSZilPsec-1) |
76.66
79.30
79.16
78.31
67.39
72.78
75.56
79.45
76.92
63.14

Table 4.1: Beam correlated counts and rates of muon counter.

Rates of the incident muon counter can also be calculated in a similar way and

Table 4.1 is given for the measurements of the five angular distributions for muons

and muonium. Here R£™r and R{™1 stand for average and instantaneous rates of the

incident muon counter respectively.

4.3 Lifetime Spectrum

The lifetime spectrum has been measured for two reasons:

1. Verification of muon decay: The spectrum will give the information about the

lifetime of the decaying particles; the particles will be verified to be muons if

the lifetime r = 2.2 /isec.

2. Total intensity and real zero angle: The total intensity of muons and muonium

at the microchannel plate (MCP) detector can be obtained from lifetime fitting.

The geometrical zero angle of the scattering chamber may not exactly match

with the p+-beam direction since it is very likely that the beam tuning with the

last bender (BM05) is not prefect. The real zero angle could be obtained from

the fitting of the total intensities to the theoretical distribution function.
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4.3.1 Lifetime Fit

The lifetime spectrum can be fitted with the following analytical expression:

+ B [tf - i f ] , (4.13)= JV0 [eexp ( - ^ p 2 ) - exp (-

where

7V(0 = number of counts in ith bin

No = total intensity

t\l) = lowest time channel (nsec) of ith bin

t(^ = highest time channel (nsec) of ith bin

t0 = time zero = 730 nsec

T = lifetime of particle

B = Background/nsec.

In the first stage of analysis, the three parameters (iVo, T, and B) are allowed to be

varied in the fitting; the value of r obtained is very close to 2.2 /xsec which confirms

that the particles are indeed muons. Later we fixed r at 2.197 psec and allowed the

other two parameters to be varied. Typical fits are shown in Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

We set the time zero to be 730 nsec to have background counts before this time zero.

The first four data points from the left indicate the background of spectrum and the

fifth data point is responsible for the decay positron giving signals in both the MCP

and the scintillators. Two dotted lines set the boundary of fitting region and the bin

size is given as 100 nsec throughout the whole fit. Three fitting methods explained in

Section 4.1 have been used and the parameters found from the fitting are tabulated

in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with x2 minimization method.
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Figure 4.2: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with modified x2 minimization
method.
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Figure 4.3: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with maximum likelihood
method.
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Figure 4.1: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with \2 minimization method.
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Figure 4.2: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with modified x2 minimization
method.
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Figure 4.3: Lifetime spectrum of muons at 0° fitted with maximum likelihood
method.
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No (Total Intensity)
Particle

fi+ kM

M

Angle
0°
10"
20°
30"
45°
0°
10°
20°
30"
45"

xz fit
5319 ±100
3619 ± 81
1209 ± 46
1047 ± 45
132 ±21
864 ±42
661 ± 38
693 ±37
725 ±42
216 ±25

Maximum likelihood fit
5335 ± 100
3620 ± 81
1239 ± 47
1095 ± 46
134 ± 22
896 ± 43
684 ± 39
721 ± 40
747 ± 42
227 ± 25

Modified x2 fit
5359 ± 100
3642 ± 81
1255 ± 46
1120 ± 4 7
135 ± 22
919 ± 44
696 ± 40
727 ± 41
760 ±43
231 ± 25

3 (Background/nsec)

H+ &M

M

0"
10°
20"
30"
45°
0°
10°
20"
30°
45"

0.0668 ± 0.0073
0.0359 ± 0.0057
0.0062 ± 0.0031
0.0192 ± 0.0034
0.0178 ±0.0023
0.0233 ± 0.0034
0.0213 ± 0.0032
0.0194 ± 0.0030
0.0349 ± 0.0038
0.0202 ± 0.0026

0.0730 ± 0.0073
0.0443 ± 0.0058
0.0081 ± 0.0032
0.0200 ± 0.0035
0.0190 ± 0.0024
0.0260 ± 0.0035
0.0224 ± 0.0033
0.0231 ± 0.0033
0.0373 ±0.0038
0.0226 ± 0.0026

0.0768 ± 0.0074
0.0485 ± 0.0058
0.0102 ± 0.0030
0.0208 ± 0.0036
0.0196 ± 0.0024
0.0279 ± 0.0036
0.0230 ± 0.0034
0.0258 ± 0.0035
0.0385 ± 0.0039
0.0239 ± 0.0027

Table 4.2: Fitting parameters for Lifetime Spectrum.
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It is important to check which method provides unbiased estimation of the area

under the curve. In order to do this, I have chosen the region between channel 1000

and 9500 and compared total counts within the region with calculations from three

different fitting methods. The result is shown in Table 4.3. The table clearly shows

Total counts between channel 1000 and 9500
Particle

M

Angle
0°
10°
20°
30°
45°
0°
10°
20°
30°
45°

Data
5257
3535
1157
1123
276
1011
783
828
965
394

x2fit
5174 ±107
3439 ± 85
1100 ±48
1070 ±49
266 ± 27
946 ± 46
753 ±43
765 ±41
924 ± 49
359 ± 31

Maximum likelihood fit
5240 ± 107
3511 ±86
1142 ±49
1118 ±50
278 ± 28
997 ±48
783 ± 44
821 ±45
964 ± 49
389 ± 31

Modified x2 fit
5293 ± 107
3566 ± 86
1173 ±47
1147 ±51
284 ± 28
1033 ±49
798 ±45
849 ± 46
985 ±50
403 ± 32

Table 4.3: Counts between channel 1000 and 9500 with different fits.

that the maximum likelihood method provides the best value for the area under the

curve.

The total intensity, JV0, and background/channel,!!?, are properly normalized by

the beam correlated counts of MWPC and the results are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.

From Fig. 4.4 it is clear that the background is beam-related since the background

of muons gets smaller for large angles and the those of muonium counts are more or

less constant with angle. Fig. 4.5 shows that the angular distribution of muonium is

wider than that of muons.

Let us now define terms that we will use for three zero angles. 0°, the geometrical

zero angle of apparatus, will be used for MCP positioned parallel to the Al foil. The

zero angle direction will then be perpendicular to the MCP at 0°. 0°, the zero angle

of muons, is the angle between the zero angle direction and the /i+-beam direction

before the Al foil with the sweeper off and 0°^, the zero angle of muonium, is the

angle between the zero angle direction and the /<+-beam direction before the Al foil
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with the sweeper on. By utilizing these terms, let us look at Fig. 4.5 again. The

figure also indicates that not only is 0° (zero angle of muons) not 0° (geometrical zero

angle of apparatus) but also the 0° is not the same as 0^ (zero angle of muonium).

The former is expected since the beam was deflected by the bending magnet (BM05*)

before the apparatus and it is expected that the tuning of the beam centroid exactly

to the apparatus was not perfect. The reason that there are two different zero angles

for muons and muonium is due to the sweeping magnet after the production foil. This

bender deflects the muons not only after the foil but also before the foil causing the

bending of the initial beam direction. This bending angle has been estimated to be

about 4° which is reasonable from Fig. 4.5.

4.3.2 Real Zero Angles

In order to find the real zero angle for the angular distribution of muons, at first the

distribution was fitted with Gaussian function

which is the first term of Moliere's function / ^ and we get

TVo = 77.2 ±1.2,

9$ = 3.5° ±0.5°, (4.15)

a = 12.8° ±0.3°.

We know that the distribution of multiple scattering is not Gaussian so we expect

the fitting should not be good as is seen in Fig. 4.6. The reduced x2 of the fit is 9.76.

Next I tried to add additional terms of the Moliere's distribution function and as

I added more terms in fitting function the \red Se*s smaller. Table 4.4 shows this

effect. The fitting has finally been done with a functional form including terms up

to fW in Moliere's distribution function

= No [ / ( « ) + / ( * ) + f ( r ? ) +

^ ] ( 4 . 1 6 )

tSee Fig. 3.1.
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Angle

Figure 4.6: Fitting of angular distribution of muons with Gaussian function.

Fitting terms
9.76

fW and fW
4.48

f{0) t o /<2>

2.64
/W to fW

2.12

f(0) t o y(4)

1.97

Table 4.4: \red f°T t n e function with terms of Moliere's / M fitted to angular distri-
bution of muons.
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where

(4.18)

and the parameters are found to be

No = 73.7 ±1.3,

« = "-±"- .
a = 12.7° ±0.2°,

£ = 8.3 ±1.4.

£ is estimated to be between 7 and 9 assuming a pencil beam before the MWPC and

there is a good agreement with the fitting. The picture is shown in Fig. 4.7 and the

zero angle of muons from this fit is 4.4° ± 0.4°.

Our next task is to fit the angular distribution of muonium and to abtain the zero

angle of the M distribution. The fitting function for muonium distribution can be

written as

M(0«>;Cai,a2 ,a3) = / i(^ ) ;73.7,4.4M2.70 ,8.3)$o(^ ) ;^ )ai,a2 ,a3) , (4.20)

where / is the fitting function of muon distribution with fixed parameters and $o ' s

the neutral fraction function which is the ratio of muonium to total intensity (fi++M)

for a given angle. Many functional forms have been examined for $o but it has not

been successful until the following function

= « i c o s h [«
The values of parameters found from the fit are

9? = 8.7° ±1.0°,

a, = 0.024 ±0.001,

a2 = 6.19 ±0.38, " '

a3 = 1.38 ±0.11.
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Figure 4.7: Fitting of angular distribution of muons with Moliere's distribution
functions up to 5th terms.
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Figure 4.8: Fitting of angular distribution of muonium with Moliere's distribution
functions up to 5th terms times neutral fraction $o-
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Figure 4.9: Neutral fraction as a function of angles.
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\
(4.23)

The fit to the muonium distribution is shown in Fig. 4.8 and $o is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Here angle represents as the absolute angle, 0aj,, which means the experimental angle

minus the zero angle

6Q for muons

6 — $£? for muonium.

It should be noted that the data points at five angles (0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, and 40°) in

Fig. 4.9 are extrapolated from real data points and the ratio of muonium to muons

with error bars are shown to indicate how much of the errors are related to 4>o. The

angles at which the measurement of experimental data are made are tabulated in

Table 4.5 and this information will be used later for further analysis of the data.

Particle

„**

M

Nominal angle
0°
10°
20°
30°
45°

0°
10°
20°
30°
45°

Real angle
-4.4° ± 0.4°

5.6° ±0.4°
15.6° ± 0.4°
25.6° ± 0.4°
40.6° ±0.4°

-8.7° ± 1.0°
1.3° ±1.0°

11.3° ± 1.0°
21.3° ±1.0°
36.3° ± 1.0°

Angle symbol
0°,
10°
20°u

30°,
45°a

0k
10k
20X,
30X,
45k

Table 4.5: Nominal and real angular positions of MCP detector for angular dis-
tribution measurements of muons and muonium. Real angle represents
the angle measured from the /i+-beam direction before the Al foil to the
MCP direction.
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4.4 Time-of-Flight Spectrum

As already mentioned in the section 3.1.5, we had six cascade multiple TDC hits

in reverse time from the MCP to the MWPC counter. In order to obtain a clean

time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum, I chose a time window which includes not only the

time peak but background around it. The lower-time limit, which is determined by

the speed of light, was set to 4 nsec; the upper-time limit was set to 2160 nsec (~

0.15 keV). A clean TOF spectrum was acquired by allowing one and only one stop

signal in this time window; we had about 85% efficiency of collecting single hits by

this setup.

The TOF Spectrum gives detailed information about energy distribution of par-

ticles. This is the most important data in this experiment.

1. Energy distribution: Background subtracted energy distribution, which is more

useful than the time distribution, can be obtained from the TOF spectrum.

One should be careful to note that the peak in the TOF spectrum does not

directly correspond to the peak in the energy distribution.

2. TOF fit: If the distribution can be described by a simple analytical function

such as a Gaussian peak plus a constant background, then the information like

mean energy and width can be obtained.

3. Neutral fraction: The neutral fraction as a function of energy is very important

information. One must take into account that the zero angle for muons is

different from that for muonium.

4.4.1 Energy Distribution

It is useful to convert the TOF spectrum to an energy distribution. One has to be

careful in converting the TOF spectrum to a distribution in energy since although the

bin size in TOF spectrum is equal in magnitude, the converted energy distribution is

forced to have an unequal bin size. Keeping this in our mind let us look at a typical

TOF spectrum shown in Fig. 4.10. By examining the spectrum from channel 1500 to
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Figure 4.10: TOF spectrum of muon distribution at 0°.
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Particle

M

Angle

o;
10"
20°^
30°
45'

°Af
10Xf
20W
30°W

B (counts/nsec)

0.338 ± 0.026
0.188 ± 0.019
0.068 ± 0.012
0.082 ± 0.013
0.076 ± 0.012
0.164 ± 0.018
0.106 ±0.015
0.160 ±0.018
0.184 ±0.019
0.160 ±0.018

B x 10"*/titrr
931 ±72
739 ± 75
340 ± 60
132 ±21
95 ±15
59±6
60±8
65 ±7
48±5
77±9

Table 4.6: Background in TOF spectrum.

2000, the background is found to be flat and the values are given in Table 4.6. Again

the muon background is proved to be beam-related while the muonium background

is not, which is the same result as for the background of lifetime spectrum.

The constant background for M or muons can be analytically represented as

B(t) = *,

where k is the number of counts/nsec, and the background in energy is

~\ for a nonrelativistic particle

(4.24)

B(E) =

c

(4.25)

for a relativistic particle

where

m = 105658.39(6) keV/c2 = mass of muon

L - 109.2(1) cm = distance between MWPC and MCP

c = 29.9792458 cm/nsec = speed of light.

The relation between B(t) and B(E) is given by

B(t) = B(E)^, (4.26)
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where

—mLH~3 = —\fz£hE* f°r a nonrelativistic particle

f - < w
-7 3 mL 2 r 3 = -f^r^r^- for a relativistic particle

and 7 = 1 / y l - (Lfct)2. The constant background in time will behave as a decreasing

function proportional to E~3^2 in energy and equal bin size in time will change itself

to unequal bin size proportional to £3 '2 so that the product of two would be constant.

When one converts a TOF spectrum including background to a distribution in en-

ergy, one can get Fig. 4.11 which is one-to-one* correspondence to the TOF spectrum.

This distribution is incorrect since the normalization is done by the equal bin-size in

TOF spectrum; one has to make a proper normalization with unequal bin-size in

energy. Fig. 4.12 shows the energy distribution with correct normalization. The

high rising tail in low energy region is due to background which behaves as E~3^2.

This background can be subtracted easily and the distribution without background

is shown in Fig. 4.13.

When one calculates energy peak from TOF spectrum, one tends to convert the

time-peak into an energy peak but this is clearly wrong since the normalization has

not been taken care of properly. If we choose the bin-size in TOF spectrum to be 1

nsec, then the bin-size in energy can be written as

AE = 2.39 x 10~3f;3/2 (keV)-1'2 (4.28)

In the low energy region where E < 56 keV, the bin-size in the energy distribution

is smaller than 1 keV so that the number of counts per keV is higher than that per

nsec. However, in high energy region where E > 56 keV, the bin-size in energy is

larger than 1 keV so that the number of counts per keV is less than that per nsec.

This effect forces the real energy peak to be lower than the apparent energy peak.

One can see the apparent energy peak around 75 keV in Fig. 4.11 and the real energy

peak around 65 keV in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13.

•The number of count* within a certain bin normalized by bin-size in TOF spectrum remain
unchanged
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Background subtracted energy distributions of muons and muonium are shown in

Figs. 4.14 to 4.23 after the data are normalized by the MWPC muon counter. Here

the minimum bin size is chosen to be 2 keV.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Energy (keV)

Figure 4.11: Energy distribution of muon at 0° normalized by bin-size in TOF
spectrum.
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Figure 4.12: Energy distribution of muon at 0° normalized by bin-size in energy
distribution.
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Figure 4.13: Background subtracted energy distribution of muon at 0° normalized
by bin-size in energy distribution.
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Figure 4.14: Energy distribution of muons at 0°.
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Figure 4.15: Energy distribution of M ?A 0%r
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Figure 4.16: Energy distribution of muons at 10°.
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Figure 4.17: Energy distribution of M at
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Figure 4.18: Energy distribution of muons at 20°.
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Figure 4.19: Energy distribution of M at
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Figure 4.20: Energy distribution of muons at 30°.
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Figure 4.21: Energy distribution of M at 30^.
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Figure 4.22: Energy distribution of muons at 45°.
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Figure 4.23: Energy distribution of A/ at 45°M.
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4.4.2 Time-of-Flight Fit

If one knows the energy distribution of particles beforehand, then it would be easy to

get some relevant information5 by fitting the distribution function just as we did for

lifetime fitting. The problem is that we do not know the distribution function and it

could be a complicated functional form. However, we can guess a simple analytical

function and see how the fit comes out. One fitting function would be a Gaussian

function in energy plus constant background in time. Gaussian form in energy is

a reasonable choice since the energy loss is a statistical process and for relatively

thick absorbers such that the number of collisions is large, then the Central Limit

Theorem in statistics states that the sum of N random variables, all following the

same statistical distribution, approaches that of a Gaussian-distributed variable in

the limit N —* oo. This is true if the energy loss' is negligible compared to the initial

energy. The Gaussian function in energy is given as

G{E) = - ^ e - t E - S O V H , (4.29)
/ 2

where 7V0 is the total intensity. But one should be careful to note that the normaliza-

tion factor \l\jira\ was derived from the fact that the distribution goes from —oo

to +oo of energy. If we only allow the energy of particles to be positive, then the

distribution would be

G(E) =

where erfc is the complementary error function defined as

erfc(*) = 4= re-t3dt. (4.31)
V T Jx

The Gaussian function in time is given as

G(t) = G(E)^, (4.32)

*e.g., if the distribution is Gaussian, then the mean and width of the distribution can be obtained
from a fit.

'Critically speaking, the Gaussian form for data would not be appropriate since the energy lots
is more than half of the initial energy
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where ^ is given in Eq. (4.27). Then the integrated fitting function for a given itk

bin in time is

N(t<t\t™;N0,E0,<TE,k) = r [G(t) + B(t))dt

where erf(z) is the error function defined as

(4.34)

and Z(o and io> can be expressed in time and energy as

4- -
L
c

L
c

- 1

- 1

i

m<?

- *

-Eo

1_

1

- £ , ] , (4.35a)

(4.35c)

(4.35d)

A typical fit of a TOF spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.24. At first glance the fitting

looks to be good but one can see that the curve always sits below the data in the

peak region and above the data in the waist region; this is due to the fact that the

distribution is not exactly Gaussian in energy.

As we can see in Eqs. (4.33) to (4.35), we can fit the energy distribution directly

with the fitting function as a function of energy. Figs. 4.25 to 4.29 show the fitting of

muon distributions at five different angles. It turns out that this fitting has a merit

for interpretation. The reason that the fitting function always lies under the data

peak is due to the rising tail of data in the low energy region. This tail raises the
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Figure 4.24: Maximum likdyhood fit for TOF spectrum of muon distribution at
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Particle Angle

o;
10°
20°
30°
45°

iV0/^orp(xl06)
155.7 ±2.1
150.3 ± 2.5
62.7 ±1.8
18.6 ±0.6
2.3 ± 0.2

Eo (keV)
60.8 ± 0.4
60.8 ±0.5
55.5 ±0.9
39.8 ± 1.4
17.7 ±10.8

<TE (keV)

25.7 ± 0.3
26.0 ± 0.4
27.2 ± 0.7
28.4 ± 1.0
32.0 ±5.7

B (counts/nsec)
0.38 ±0.02
0.21 ± 0.01

0.066 ± 0.006
0.107 ± 0.009
0.087 ± 0.008

Table 4.7: Fitting parameters for TOF Spectrum.

curve in the low energy region and at the same time lowers the fitting curve at the
peak so that the area under the curve is about same as that under the data points.
This feature is due to the fact that the distribution is not Gaussian but this simple
Rtting of a Gaussian function gives us a rough estimation of the distribution and a
language (i.e., mean and sigma of distribution) for interpretation. The parameters
found from these fits are tabulated in Table 4.7. Total intensities are somewhat larger
than the ones from the lifetime fit; the background is also beam-related. The mean
energy at 0° is about four times less than the initial beam energy (~ 260 keV). EQ

and <7£ at 0° are almost the same as at 10°; this is a reasonable result since from the

lifetime fit we found that

0« = -4.4° ±0.4°,

10° = +5.6° ±0.4°,

which indicates that the distances traversed through the absorbing materials are

about the same for the two angles and hence the energy losses are nearly equal. The

mean energy decreases as the angle increases which is reasonable since the distance

traversed gets larger for larger angles. Spreading of the muon beam also occurs as

the beam penetrates an absorber and this spreading will be enhanced for the muons

deflected to large angles.

(4.36)
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Figure 4.25: A fit to Energy distribution of muons at 0
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Figure 4.26: A fit to Energy distribution of muons at 10'
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Figure 4.27: A fit to Energy distribution of muons at 20°
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Figure 4.28: A fit to Energy distribution of muons at 30
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Figure 4.29: A fit to Energy distribution of muons at 45'

4.4.3 M Angular Distribution Fitting Function

In Sec. 4.3.2, the angular distribution of M was fitted with a randomly chosen function

since since we didn't have much information to derive an analytical expression of the

distribution function. In this section, we will try to derive the analytical expression

of the M distribution as a function of angle.

Generally the M distribution as a function of angle can be written as follows:

Jo
(4.37)

where fi(O,E) and $o(0,E) are the muon distribution and the neutral fraction as

a function of both angle and energy, respectively. In order to obtain the energy

dependence of the muon distribution, the energy distribution was divided into four

different energy regions and the total counts in each energy region for five different

angles were fitted with the Moliere distribution function. Fig. 4.30 shows that the

muon angular distribution for a given energy region fits very well to the Moliere
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distribution function of Eq. (4.16). By examining, the width of the distribution, <r, as

a function of E, a2 is found to be approximately proportional to \jE. If we only take

the first term of the Moliere distribution function to represent muon distribution,

then

M*°,^«e- |<-w-*>'*f (4.38)

where b is a fitting parameter. Since the neutral fraction $o iS found to depend only

on E, $ 0 can be written as follows:

*o(£) oc e-eE, (4.39)

where we assume that $o is an exponentially decreasing function with a fitting pa-

rameter c. The M distribution as a function of angle then can be written as

Jo a (4.40)

which is a Lorentzian function. Fig. 4.31 shows the fitting of the Lorentzian function

to the M angular distribution where the fitting function is defined as

A/(*<'>;*0",a,6,c) = « , , (4.41)

6 [ ( * < > ^ h & j + c
and the values of the parameters found from the fit are

(% = 8.7°±1.1°, o = 0.151±0.004,
(4.42)

b = 0.26 ±0.01, c = 0.041 ±0.001.

The zero angle of the M distribution is found to be 8.7° ±1.1° and the \2 Per degree

of freedom in the Lorentzian lit is 0.97. The neutral fraction, $0> as a function of

angle is shown in Fig. 4.32.
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Figure 4.30: Angular distribution of muons for five difFerent energy regions.
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Figure 4.31: Fitting of angular distribution of muonium with a Lorentzian function.
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Figure 4.32: Neutral fraction $o as a function of angle.
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4.4.4 Neutral Fraction

The neutral fraction $ 0 (= Mj/(pj + Mj + AfjT), where M/, fij, and Mj are the

intensity of the emerging M , fi+, and M~) as a function of energy is also important to

obtain from the data. However the required data are not directly available because of

the 4° mismatch of the zero* angles for the muon and muonium distributions. In order

to diagnose this problem, a Monte Carlo simulation for the whole experiment has been

developed and written. A detailed explanation of the outputs of the simulation code

will be given in section 4.5, here we'll use some relevant information from the code.

The method adopted for obtaining the neutral fraction is the following: From the

simulation we can get the energy distribution of particles for ten* angular positions of

MCP. If the simulation successfully reproduces the muon distribution of energy for the

five angular positions of muon data, then we can easily obtain the muon distribution

from the simulation for the other five angular positions of muonium data. The neutral

fraction as a function of energy will then be the ratio of the experimental data of the

muonium distribution to the simulated muon distribution. The simulated energy

distributions of muons for five muon angles are shown in Figs. 4.33 to 4.37. Here

the solid line represents the distribution from the simulation and data points with

error bars stand for experimental data. The simulation outputs and the experimental

data of all five muon angles are fitted with the maximum likelihood method* with

one fitting parameter to maximize the following quantity:

G = £ ! > ( * > ; ) I*/(M) " /(«.*")] . (4-43)

where y(i,j) is the normalized counts in j t h bin for the experimental data of itk muon

angle; f(i,j) is a fitting parameter, u(l), times the normalized counts in j t h bin for the

simulated data of ith muon angle. The normalized counts are defined as the counts

per keV within the chosen bin normalized by n+mr (or by the total input particle

numbers for the simulation). The minimum bin-size (elimit) is fixed to be 2 keV; the

minimum number of raw counts (nlimit) in each bin is set to 10 counts.

•% = -4.4# ± 0.4* and OJ, = -8.7* ± 1.0V Refer the Table 4.5.
Uhe five muon angles and other five muonium angles.
'See section 4.1.
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Figs. 4.38 to 4.42 show the energy distribution of muons from the simulation for

different muonium angles. The data points with error bars represent the muonium

distribution from the experimental data.

The neutral fraction as a function of energy for a given muonium angle is shown in

Figs. 4.43 to 4.46. Here the neutral fraction at 45°M (= 36.3°) is not shown because of

lack of statistics. As we can see from those figures, the neutral fraction as a function

of energy doesn't seem to depend on the angular position of the MCP detector; this

means that the capture cross section depends not on the angular direction of emerging

muon but only on the energy of the muons that come out of the foil. The first data

point from the left should be neglected because of energy cut-off at 0.15 keV due to

the finite window of the TOF spectrum of muonium and it is expected to be higher

than the one shown in any figures.

For protons, there are some experimental data of $o as a function of emergence

angle. From the measurement [ACh75] of $ 0
 a s a function of tilted foil angle for Al

and Au targets at a constant 1.4 MeV exit energy of protons, it was found that the

neutral fraction varies with the angle between foil surface and beam direction and

shows a decrease of about 3% (with aluminium, 10% with gold) for an oblique angle

of 30°. But the measurement [RBe75] of $n of hydrogen atoms backscattered from

Be, V, Cu, Nb, Mo, and Ta surfaces for energies between 5 keV to 150 keV with a

wide range of angles of emergence relative to the surface normal showed that $ 0 does

not depend on the incident angle and the decrease of $ 0 as a function of emergence

angle is not universal. For a Be target $o increases (5% for 30° to 84°) with increasing

emergence angle for E > 50 keV, for a Mo target $o decreases by about 3-4% with

increasing emergence angle for E > 50 keV, and no dependence on the emergence

angle was found for V and Nb targets.

It would be important to compare our result with the well-known hydrogen [Phi55]

and deuterium [Ber72] data§ of neutral fraction. Fig. 2.14 shows the fractional charge

states of hydrogen and deuterium as a function of muon energy which is converted

from the velocity scaling' law. From Figs. 4.43 to 4.46, we can compare the neutral

'Previous data of neutral fraction are all measured at the beam direction only,
'scaling rule that the charge fraction for a muon is the same as that for a proton at the same

velocity. This rule also applies to the energy loss.
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fraction (points with solid circles) of muonium as a function of energy to the one

(points with open circles) of hydrogen and deuterium. Within the experimental errors

they agree very well with each other.

We can also use the data of hydrogen and deuterium to predict the muonium

distribution. The hydrogen and deuterium data only cover up to 21.4 keV and in

order to get the neutral fraction for higher" energy than this value, these data are

fitted with the following functional form:

(4.44)

where E is in keV and we get

ax = 0.7532, a2 = 47.09, a3 = -46.94,
(4 45)

6, = 0.0993, bi = 0.6135, h = 0.6122.

This fit is shown in Fig. 4.47. The errors associated with these data were not provided

by Phillips and Berkner and by examining their same data points at 0.45 keV, 5% of

the data values are given to the corresponding errors to make a fit possible. Fig. 4.48

shows the muonium distribution from the simulation by utilizing the hydrogen and

deuterium data. The muonium distribution below 10 keV matches very well with

our experimental data if we neglect the first data point whose value is lower due to

the energy cut-off. However the distribution above 10 keV from the simulation is

somewhat lower than the experimental data. The input data above 10 keV for our

simulation is from Phillips [Phi55] and there are only three data points which are

20.0% at 11.3 keV, 8.8% at 16.9 keV, and 4.0% at 21.4 keV and he didn't provide

any error associated with the above values. This may mean that the neutral fraction

above 10 keV might be a little higher than Phillips data and with no information

about the errors related with above values the simulation reproduces the muonium

distribution satisfactorily.

We can also use our neutral fraction data at 0^ (see Fig. 4.43) for the simulation

by doing a fit** (see Fig. 4.49) with the above function and found the parameters to

"One can alio uae the data of Chateau-Thierry et «f. [Cha76] in the high energy region but
unfortunately they didn't provide any table associated with their data.

"Since the simulated muon distribution at 0J does not reproduce the experimental data well in
the region below 10 keV, the data of Phillips and Berkner are used in this region for the fit.
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be

a, =0.7448, a2 = 47.03, a3 =-46.84,
(4.4o)

&I = 0.0980, 6j = 0.6669, 63 = 0.6654.

Figs. 4.50 to 4.54 show the muonium distributions for five different angles by utilizing

the second fit. These figures clearly show that the simulation generates muonium

distribution satisfactorily even at large angles and this is another proof for angular

independence of the charge-capture process.
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Figure 4.33: Energy distribution of muons at 0°(= -4.4°).
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Figure 4.34: Energy distribution of muons at 10°(= 5.6°).
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Figure 4.35: Energy distribution of muons at 20°(= 15.6°).
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Figure 4.36: Energy distribution of muons at 30°(= 25.6°).
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Figure 4.37: Energy distribution of muons at 45£(= 40.6°).
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Figure 4.38: Energy distribution of muons at 0^(= —8.7°).
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Figure 4.40: Energy distribution of muons at 20J/(= 11.3°).
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Figure 4.42: Energy distribution of muons at 45^(= 36.3°).
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Figure 4.43: Neutral fraction at 0^(= -8.7°).
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Figure 4.44: Neutral fraction at 10^(= 1.3°).
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Figure 4.46: Neutral fraction at 30^(= 21.3°).
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Figure 4.47: A fitting of the neutral fraction data of Phillips and Berkner.
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Figure 4.48: Energy distribution of muonium at 0£f(= —8.7°) by utilizing the data
of Phillips and Berkner.
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Figure 4.50: Energy distribution of muonium at 0°M(= —8.7°) by utilizing the fit of
our neutral fraction data at Q°M.
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Figure 4.51: Energy distribution of muonium at 10\f(= 1.3°) by utilizing the fit of
our neutral fraction data at Q°M.
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Figure 4.52: Energy distribution of muonium at 20°^(= 11.3°) by utilizing the fit
of our neutral fraction data at Q°M.
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Figure 4.53: Energy distribution of muonium at 30j}/(= 21.3°) by utilizing the fit
of our neutral fraction data at 0°^.
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Figure 4.54: Energy distribution of muonium at 45£/(= 36.3°) by utilizing the fit
of our neutral fraction data at 0^.

4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation

The motivation to develop the Monte Carlo simulation code originated from the need

to obtain the neutral fraction as a function of energy. An extensive survey study has

been done to develop the code. At first the comparison study* between the theories

of multiple scattering and experimental data was made to choose the desirable theory

for the code. The Moliere theory modified by Bethe [Bet53] was found to be a

suitable choice. Next, the experimental data* of energy loss for aluminum*, mylar*",

and isobutane' gas have been searched for and studied in detail. This is a necessary

step to follow since there is no satisfactory theory of energy loss in the intermediate

'See section 2.1.
'See section 2.2.6.
*Refer [Bat36, Kah53, Mad53, Bad56, Wol63, Orm65, Whi67, Tsc67, And67, Sor73, And77,

Zie82, Sir84, Zie85, Ish88].
* Refer [Rau85, Rau87, Rau88, Kis89, Tak90].
'Refer [Pal66, Wen73, Lod74, Whi79, Thw82, Rez84].
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energy region (i.e., 5 keV < E^ < 130 keV) and it is desirable to use the experimental

data directly. Finally the charge capture process has been incorporated in the code

by utilizing the data of Phillips [Phi55] and Berkner [Ber72].

In the code a muon first goes through 1.5 fim (210 fig/cm2) of mylar used as a

gas barrier, then the MWPC which consists of (1) front mylar window of 1.5 fim, (2)

isobutane gas of 6.5cm (210 /ig/cm2) with 10 Torr pressure, (3) back mylar window

of 1.5 /xm, and finally 0.78 //m (210 /ig/cm2) of Al target foil. As mentioned in

section 4.4.4, a maximum likelihood fit between the simulated muon distribution and

experimental data at five muon angles with one normalization parameter has been

exploited to choose the initial muon distribution. The optimum initial distribution

has been found to be

Po = mean momentum = 7.43 MeV/c

ap = sigma of momentum = 0.17 MeV/c.

The momentum spread is about 5.4% in FWHM and the mean momentum is very

close to the nominal momentum setting of 7.5 MeV/c. In the energy scale this

corresponds to the mean energy (EQ) of 260 keV and the sigma of energy (<TE) oi 12

keV. The initial energy distribution is shown in Fig. 4.55. Here the initial number

of muons is 100,000. The transverse distribution (Fig. 4.56) of the incident muon

beam is limited by the collimator diameter of 5 cm and it is assumed to be uniform

between —2.5 cm and +2.5 cm in the x-direction. Initially the beam was assumed to

have some angular divergence" and erg = 5° was found to be a reasonable choice. The

initial angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4.57.

"At first we started with an initial beam with no angular divergence and found that (1) it
underestimates the total intensities at large angles and (2) the energy distributions at large angles
consist mainly of low energy particles and the intensity of high energy particles is underestimated.
This seems reasonable since the particles with some angle with respect to the beam direction have a
higher probability to be stopped at the MCP positioned at large angles and we expect to have more
particles at large angles for a beam with angular divergences. Since a low-energy particle has a high
probability to be scattered to a large angle than a high-energy particle, the particles stopped at the
MCP positioned at large angles are mostly the low energy particles for the beam with no divergence.
However, for the beam with angular divergences there are many particles initially directed toward
the MCP at large angles and these particles with high energy have a higher probability to be stopped
at the MCP than those with low energy. Thus, we will have more intensity of higher energy particles
at larger angles for the beam of angular divergences.
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When the beam goes through MWPC, it interacts with the front window, chamber,

and back window in that order. Finally the beam passes through the target Al foil.

Transverse distributions of muons right after each material are shown in Figs. 4.58 to

4.61. The cut-offs of the transverse distributions shown in Figs. 4.58 and 4.60 are due

to the finite size (radius = 3.8 cm) of the MWPC window. The spreading of muons in

the transverse direction mostly takes place in the chamber (isobutane gas) region due

to the larger thickness of the chamber compared tc other materials in longitudinal

direction.

Angular distributions of muons are shown in Fig. 4.62 to 4.65. The figures show

that the spreading of the beam takes place as the beam passes through materials.

The energy distributions of muons after each material are also shown in Fig. 4.66

to 4.69. Fig. 4.68 shows that the energy distribution is asymmetric. In the region

that all particles have energy greater than that with the maximum stopping power,

the particle with lower energy will lose more energy than the one with larger energy;

this will force the upper part of the distribution to be narrower and the lower part

of distribution to be wider such that the overall distribution becomes asymmetric. It

is important to address the reason for the high rising tail in the low energy region

in Fig. 4.69. The maximum stopping power (S™t
ax) of the Al-foil is about 7 keV for

muons and the particles to the right of S™*x tend to lose much energy and this is

enhanced as their energy approaches S™{
ax. However, once they pass the point of

S™t
ax, they begin to lose less energy as their energy get lower; this will make a high

rising tail in the low energy region.

After the foil, the beam goes through the rotating collimator and stops at the

MCP. The energy distributions of muons at the MCP for five muon angles were

shown in section 4.4.4 and the energy distributions of muons for real angles (0°, 10°,

20°, and 30°) of MCP are shown in Figs. 4.70 to 4.73. The distributions show that

the effect of the high rising tail is enhanced at large angular positions of the MCP

owing to the larger energy loss at a large angle.

The transverse distributions of muons at four real angles of the MCP are shown

in Figs. 4.74 to 4.77. Here the transverse position implies the position of the muons

after the Al-foil and it appears that even for large angular positions of MCP most of
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the stopped muons originated from the central portion of the transverse distribution.

The angular distribution of muons at four real angles of MCP are shown in

Figs. 4.78 to 4.81. The distributions are all centered around the given angular posi-

tion of MCP and the two separated distributions indicate the two (e.g., for 30° there

will +30° and —30°) different angular positions of MCP with respect to the central

beam axis. These two distributions are combined to increase the statistics.

The simulation also produces the TOF distributions of muons for a given angular

position of MCP; these plots are shown in Figs. 4.82 to 4.85.

It is also important to have a careful look at the charge-state distributions for a

given angle of the MCP. Figs. 4.86 and 4.87 show the charge-state distributions at

the MCP angular positions of 0^ and 45^ respectively. When we compare the total

M and fi+ yields at 0^ to those at 45^, the total muonium yield decreases a little

for a larger angle but the total intensity of fi+ decreases substantially to increase the

total neutral fraction.

The angular distribution of the total muon intensity shown in Fig. 4.88 simulates

the experimental data very well. The angular distribution of the total muonium

yield is also shown in Fig. 4.89; this distribution is produced by utilizing the neutral

fraction data fit at 0° as shown in Eq. 4.46. Finally the neutral fraction as a function

of angle is shown in Fig. 4.90. Here the experimental data points are from the neutral

fraction data shown in Fig. 4.9. The simulation and the experimental data match

very well up to 25°; the experimental neutral fraction gets higher than the simulated

one above 25°.
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Figure 4.59: Transverse distribution of muons after isobutane gas.
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Figure 4.60: Transverse distribution of muons after back mylar window.

Figure 4.61: Transverse distribution of muons after Al foil.
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Figure 4.63: Angular distribution of muons after isobutane gas.
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Figure 4.65: Angular distribution of muons after Al foil.
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Figure 4.67: Energy distribution of muons after isobutane gas.
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Figure 4.69: Energy distribution of muons after Al foil.
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Figure 4.71: Energy distribution of muons at 10°
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Figure 4.73: Energy distribution of muons at 30°
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Figure 4.75: Transverse distribution of muons at 10°.
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Figure 4.77: Transverse distribution of muons at 30°
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Figure 4.79: Angular distribution of muons at 10°
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Figure 4.81: Angular distribution of muons at 30°
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Figure 4.85: TOF distribution of muons at 30°
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

The initial motivation for this experiment was (1) to understand the interaction of

charged muons with matter in the low energy region where fundamental processes

such as energy loss, multiple scattering, and charge exchange take place and (2) to

make use of such understanding for a possible future experiment of the Lamb shift.

5.1 Interaction of Charged Muons with Matter

From the analysis of the data and the Monte Carlo simulation study we feel that

the underlying processes of (1) multiple scattering, (2) energy loss, and (3) charge

exchange are well understood.

1. Multiple scattering: This process dominates for our measurement of angular

distribution. A beam distribution gets wider as it goes through a target material

and the thicker the target the wider the beam distribution gets. For the same

thickness of a target, a lower energy beam will have a wider distribution than

a higher energy beam. This means that for a given initial beam, multiple-

scattered muons at large angles will have a lower energy than ones at small

angles. Beside the large energy loss due to the longer traversed distance at large

angles, the particle with lower energy has a higher probability to be scattered

at large angles than one with higher energy.

172
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2. Energy loss: This process is largely responsible for the shape of the energy

distributions and the TOF distributions. If a beam started with a Gaussian

distribution in energy which is well above the region of maximum stopping

power, then substantial energy loss will make the distribution asymmetric such

that the upper* part of the distribution gets narrower and the lower part of

distribution gets wider. The reason for this effect is due to the fact that a

low energy particle loses more energy than a high energy particle if the low

energy particle sits above the energy of maximum stopping power. If the beam

loses further energy such iheX some part of the beam distribution is already

passing the maximum stopping power region, then the distribution will have a

high rising tail in the low energy region. When a particle has a little higher

energy than the maximum stopping power, then it will be brought into the

region below the maximum stopping power by losing energy more quickly. But

by falling below the energy of maximum stopping power point the particle no

longer loses much energy and the energy loss will get smaller the lower is the

energy of the particle. This effect will produce many particles with lower energy

and a high rising tail will appear in the low energy region.

3. Charge exchange: This process is responsible for the muonium production. One

important finding from the analysis of our data and the Monte Carlo simulation

study is the electron-pickup process depends not on the angular direction of the

emerging muon but only on the energy of the muon coming out of the foil.

5.2 Future Lamb Shift Experiment

The spectroscopic studies of the n = 2 state of M suffer severely from backgrounds

induced by the direct beam (ft+ and c+) and we would like to investigate if there is

any way to increase the signal to noise ratio.

The 25 state of M is metastable in the absence of any perturbations such as an

electric field or atomic collisions. The mean lifetime of 1/7 sec of the 25 state is long

*Bcam distribution which has energy greater than the mean energy (2?o) of distribution.
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compared with that of the IP state which is 1.6 nsec. In the presence of an electric

field, two states mix together and the lifetime of the two states is nearly equal to 3.2

nsec (= 2t2p) when the Stark effect splitting is larger than the Lamb shift splitting.

If the electric field is weak such that the splitting of the Start effect is smaller than

that of the Lamb shift, then the one of the two states is almost pure IP so that the

lifetime equals to 1.6 nsec and the other state is also almost pure 25 with a small

admixture of IP which gives a lifetime[Bet57] of

U. - p|^)V, (5.1)
where E is the electric field and ^p = 1-6 nsec. A moving M in a static magnetic

field sees an electric field which is induced from the Lorentz transformation of the

magnetic field to the rest frame of the M such that

E = ivx B, (5.2)

where 7 = \jJ 1 — v2/c2. For a M of the kinetic energy 50 keV (i.e., v = 0.93 cm/nsec

and 7 ~ 1) moving in a small magnetic field of 51 Gauss, the electric field that the M

sees is about 475 V/cm and from the Eq. (5.1) the lifetime of the 25 state is computed

to be tip. The average distance traveled before its decay is 1.5 cm and the M(2s)

atom decays before it reaches the detector. If we decrease the magnetic field, then we

can increase the lifetime of the M(2S) but then the field is so weak that the charged

particles can not be deflected away to the downstream detector. This means that

we cannot use a sweeping magnet to remove these charged particles when studying

transitions departing from the 25 state, as even modest magnetic fields induce strong

motional electric fields that quench the metastable 25 to the ground state.

The present experiment of the angular distribution measurement was initially

motivated by the simulation study of Kuang [Kua88]. The study showed that the

angular distribution of muonium is considerably wider than that of positive muons

and indeed our experimental data confirm this. We also expect that the angular

distribution of the M(2S) atoms will be similar to that observed for M(1S) and hence

broader than that of the fi+. Hence for a muonium n = 2 Lamb shift measurement

which requires a 25 muonium beam, it may be preferable from the viewpoint of signal
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to noise to utilize the M(2S) beam formed for example at 30° to the incident /*+-beam

rather than that at 0° as has been done thus far [Woo90, Ket90] despite the loss of

intensity of the M(2S) beam.

Question 1: Is it necessary to take the beam at the large angle simply

to increase the signal to background ratio?

In order to answer the above question, let us look at the neutral fraction plot

(Fig. 5.1) for the experimental muon data of the nominal 7.2 and 7.5 MeV/c /i+-

beams. This figure shows that the neutral fraction at 0^(= - 3.7°) for 7.2 MeV/c

/x+-beam is higher than the one at 30^ (= 21.3°) for 7.5 MeV/c /t+-beam. This means

that if we want to get a higher signal to background ratio, we can simply lower the

initial p+-beam momentum instead of taking the beam at large angles. Therefore the

answer to the above question is it is not necessary.

Why does the neutral fraction get increased by lowering the beam momentum? If

we lower the momentum of the initial /z+-beam, then the final particle energies are

also lowered and since the conversion of muons to M is high for low energy particles,

the neutral fraction gets increased. Figs. 3.24 and 3.25 show that the muon intensity

is dropped by a factor of 40 while the M intensity by a factor of 6 so that the total

neutral fraction is increased by a factor of 6. We also expect that the neutral fraction

of n = 2 state increases as energy decreases as shown in Table 2.2.

Question 2: The reduction of M intensity by a factor of 6 is too much!

Is there any way to keep the M intensity as before while increasing the

signal to noise ratio?

Let us now look at the Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. This output is produced by utilizing the

nominal 7.5 MeV/c /i+-beam in the simulation with the different thickness of Al foils.

These figures show that a foil thicker than 0.78 ^m produces a higher neutral fraction

and a foil thinner than 0.78 /zm produces a lower neutral fraction. This means that

the thicker the target foil the higher the neutral fraction becomes; this is all due to

the fact that the lower energy muons have a high probability to become M.

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show the angular distribution of muons for different foil thickness.

Thinner foil means the higher momentum and high momentum one has a higher
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intensity and a narrower angular distribution than one with a thicker foil. Therefore

if we want to reduce the muon intensity, we definitely have to utilize a thicker foil.

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the M angular distribution for different thickness of foil.

Since the M intensities are normalized by (i*orr, this is actually the M formation

fraction curve for different angles. With a thin foil the M intensity is small and the

intensity gets increased as the foil thickness increased. This is reasonable since the

process of increasing foil thickness produces many low energy muons which also have

higher probabilities of becoming M. As we increase the foil thickness further, the

M intensity reaches a maximum point and then it decreases. This is due to the fact

that many muons are stopped in the foil when we increase the foil thickness further.

Although the total neutral fraction gets higher as we increase the foil thickness,

there are simply not many muons to produce M. As you can see from Fig. 5.6,

the M intensity for 0.78 /im foil is not at the maximum!!! This M intensity can be

doubled by utilizing the 1.2 or 1.4 /im foil.

Finally let us look at the energy distribution of muons for different thickness of

foils shown in Figs. 5.8 to 5.10. Thinner foil (Fig. 5.8) will have a narrower energy

distribution and a higher peak than one with a thicker foil. The energy distribution

from our nominal 7.5 MeV/c /*+-beam looks to be at the boundary between the

distributions with no stopped particles and the distributions with reduced intensity

due to stopped particles. As you can also see from Fig. 4.25, the mean energy of

muon energy distribution at 0° for the 0.78 fim foil is 60 keV and at this energy

the probability of muonium conversion is very small and it is not desirable to have

many energetic muons around this energy since a very small portion of them become

muonium and the most of them will only contribute as background. The preferable

energy distribution at the exit surface of target foil is the distribution with maximum

intensity just above 0 keV and this can be made by stopping the beam-centroid in

energy at the exit surface of the foil. Thus the desired distribution is the one with the

1.6 /im (or 1.4 /zm) thickness foil as you can see it from the Fig. 5.10. With this foil

we can reduce the muon intensity by a factor of 2 while increasing the M intensity

by a factor of 1.5. The neutral fraction will then be increased by a factor of 3.
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Figure 5.4: Angular distribution of muons for the nominal 7.5 /z+-beam with the
foil thickness larger than the 0.78 fun.
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Figure 5.7: The M angular distribution for the nominal 7.5 /f+-beam with the foil
thickness smaller than the 0.78 /im.
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Question 3: Why we failed to maximize the M formation fraction ex-

perimentally?

The energy distribution for the 2.2 /*m foil shown in Fig. 5.11 looks very similar to

the one (see Fig. 3.15) with the 0.78 ftm foil for 7.2 MeV/c ji+-beam. This confirms

that a given momentum beam with a thicker foil is the same as a lower momentum

beam with the same foil; what I have done for 7.5 MeV/c /u+-beam with different foil

thickness is the same as varying the /z+-beam momentum with the fixed foil thickness.

Since the energy distributions of 7.5 MeV/c //+-beam for two different thickness of

foils simulate those of 7.2 and 7.5 MeV/c /z+-beam with the fixed foil thickness very

well, we should expect to see the increasing of the M intensity between these two

momentum values. As you can see from the Fig. 3.5, there is no data point between

7.0 and 7.5 MeV/c /*+-beam; we simply failed to get data between these two momenta.

From the analysis of data and the Monte Carlo simulation study, the following

conclusions can be made:

1. Charge Exchange Process: The electron-pickup process depends not on the an-

gular direction of the emerging muon but only on the energy of the muon coming

out of the foil.

2. Comparison with Other Experimental Data: The neutral fraction of muonium

as a function of energy agrees very well with those of hydrogen and deuterium

converted via the velocity scaling law.

3. Neutral Fraction: The neutral fraction can be increased by (1) lowering the

initial beam momentum, (2) utilizing a thicker target foil, or (3) accepting the

M beam at an angle to the initial //+-beam axis.

4. Rotatable MCP: Not to mention the difficulty of beam tuning to the apparatus

zero angle, the sweeping magnet also causes the initial beam to be deflected

from the original direction. This means that the MCP at the apparatus zero

angle may be positioned with some angle with respect to the beam direction.
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Figure 5.11: Energy distribution of muons for the nominal 7.5 //+-beam with the
foil thickness of 2.2 fim.
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For this reason, it would be nice to have a rotatable MCP so that we can find

the real zero angle by measuring the M intensity as a function of angle.

5. M formation fraction: If we start with a beam-momentum which is higher than

the one with the maximum M formation fraction, then the process of lowering

the beam-momentum will increase the M intensity also. However, if we start

with a beam-momentum which is lower than or at the momentum of the max-

imum M formation fraction, then the M intensity will decrease as we are low-

ering the beam-momentum. Previously we have utilized the M formation frac-

tion data which was obtained by the fitting of the Michel spectrum of decayed

positrons from stopped M; we searched for the best momentum of /z+-beam

that maximize the M formation fraction. This scheme may not be effective

enough to obtain the maximum M intensity, one alternative method to get the

maximum intensity of M is to obtain the energy distribution of muons (not

muonium!!) for different momenta. This will produce plots like Figs. 5.8 to

5.10 and since we know the neutral fraction for a given energy, we can easily

decide which momentum setting will produce the maximum M intensity just

by looking at the energy distribution plots. The preferable energy distribution

would be the one with maximum intensity just above 0 keV.

6. M(25) beam: we have indicated the direction that future experiments requiring

beam-foil muonium might take to improve their signal-to-background ratio. For

example, spectroscopic studies of the n = 2 state of M suffer severely from back-

grounds induced by the direct beam (ft+ and c+). One cannot use a sweeping

magnet to remove these charged particles when studying transitions departing

from the 25 state, as even modest magnetic fields induce strong motional elec-

tric fields that quench the metastable 25 to the ground state. It is expected

from the beam-foil excitation of the hydrogen-like atoms that the population

ratio of n = 2 state to the ground state decreases [And79, Huc88] as energy

decreases. However, the total neutral fraction dependence on energy dominates

over the decreasing of the ratio of n = 2 state to the ground state and since

the ratio [Gab81, Clo85, Gar89] of 25 to IP beam-foil populations is between
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0.5 to 0.9 within 20 keV/amu < E < 800 keV/amu, the intensity of emerging

M(25) to that of /x+ + M + M~ is expected to be increasing as the energy of

the emerging beam gets lower. Thus, a future Lamb shift experiment would

benefit from the one of three methods mentioned above by lowering the energy

of the emerging beam to obtain a higher neutral fraction of M(2S).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

According to the Dirac theory, the magnetic moment /? of the muon is given by

(1.1)

where g is the Lande <jr-factor, \LB is the Bohr magneton of eh/2mc, and s is the 3pin

vector. The value of g is predicted to be 2 which is derived from the assumption

that the interaction with the electromagnetic field is pointlike. Experimentally it was

found [Cha65, Bai72, Bai79] that the actual g value differ by about 0.1% from the

value 2. The deviation of g value from 2 is due to the quantum fluctuations in the

electromagnetic field around the muon. The ^-factor is increased from Dirac's value 2

to g — 2(1 +a) where a is the anomaly. Typical Feymnan diagrams which contribute

to the calculation of the theoretical value of a for muon are shown in Fig. 1.1. In

Fig. 1.1 (a) the particle interacts with the electromagnetic field at the vertex and no

virtual photons are involved which gives g — 2. The anomaly arises from the other

diagrams. Fig. 1.1 (b) shows that a virtual photon is emitted before the interaction

with the electromagnetic field and reabsorbed afterwards. At each end of the virtual

photon line the electric charge e enters as the coupling constant, so this diagram

has an amplitude of order e2/fic = a, the fine structure constant and it is called

a second-order diagram because it is proportional to e2. There are 7 fourth-order

diagrams, two of which are shown in Fig. l.l(c) and (d). In the second of these

the original virtual photon turns into a virtual electron-positron pair (or fi+(i~ pair),

192
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Figure 1.1: Feynman diagrams used in calculating the anomalous magnetic moment:
(a) the zeroth order, (b) the second order, (c)-(d) the fourth order, and
(e)-(f) the sixth order contributions.
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which later annihilates to a virtual photon which is reabsorbed. Since the pair will

be polarized and tend to shield the charge from external field, this process is called

vacuum polarization. In each of these diagrams there are 4 vertices with virtual

photons, so they have amplitudes proportional to e4. The next order diagrams are

the 72 sixth-order ones and two of them are shown in Fig. 1.1 (e) and (f). The muon

anomaly a^ has been calculated [Kin90b] by summing all the Feynman diagrams and

the calculated value is

af = ^ + 0.765858035 ( - ) + 24.0437(33) ( - ) + 125.57(43) (-) •••

= (1165846955±46)xl0"12, (1.2)

but for the electron [Kin90a]

af = ^ - - 0.328478965 ( - ) + 1.17611(42) f | ) - 1.434(138) ( | ) •••

= (1159652140±27)xl0-12. (1.3)

The difference between muon and electron at the fourth order arises from the diagram

with the electron loop shown in Fig. l.l(d). Because the typical virtual photon corre-

sponds to the mass of the initial fermion (q2 ~ m2c2), the probability of conversion to

a virtual e+e~ pair is rather small if the source is an electron but quite high in the case

of the muon. The QED result differs from the observed value of the muon anomaly

and this is due to additional contributions arise from hadronic and weak interactions.

First a virtual photon shown in Fig. 1.2 can transform not only into a lepton pair

but also into hadrons and this contribution can be computed [Kin85, Cas85] from

the results of electron-positron colliding-beam experiments [Sch76, Ame84, Bar85],

e+e~ -+ 7 -+ hadrons. It is relatively large and contribution to the anomaly aM is

ahad,on _ 7027(175) x 10" n . (1.4)

Secondly the weak interaction based on the standard electroweak theory con-

tributes [Jac72, Alt72, Bar72b, Fuj72, Bar72a] to the anomaly and it is a weak ra-

diative correction to an electromagnetic interaction. This arises in lowest order from

the single loop diagrams in Fig. 1.3 which involve W, Z, and Higgs particle exchange
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Figure 1.3: Weak inteaction contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment.
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and where two vertices are weak interaction vertices. The total weak interaction

contribution is given by [Kin90b]

a™ak = (1.95 ± 0.10) x 10"9. (1.5)

The contribution of hardronic and weak interactions to the electron anomaly is small

due to the small value of the electron mass and the ratio of the electron anomaly to

the muon is given by
nhardron or weak / _ . \ ^

a — I , (1-6)ghardron or weak

and the contributions are computed [Kin90a] to be

chadron = ^ g ^ ) X 1(

The Experimental Determination of the Muon Anomaly

In the previous g—2 experiment [Bai72], initially pions are injected into a storage ring

and polarized muons from pion decays are captured. These trapped muons rotate

around the storage ring with an angular velocity given by the cyclotron frequency

where m is the muon rest mass, B is the magnetic field, and 7 = l/Jl — v2/c2. The

Eq. (1.8) can be derived from the expression for the momentum p = eBr/c where r

is the radius of curvature. The polarization vector rotates about the magnetic field

with an angular velocity given by* the Larmor frequency

^ + a M 7 ) . (1-9)

The magnetic field B was inhomogeneous to provide a vertical weak focusing. But

in the latest CERN [Bai79] experiment, electric quadrupoles were utilized to give a

•For a derivation of this formula, see V. Bargmann, L. Michel, and V. L. Telegdi, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 2, 435 (1059).
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vertical focusing. Hence the cyclotron frequency in the presence of both a magnetic

field B and an electric field E is given by

B ' - - ( L 1 0 )
me

where 0 — v/c and this equation is derived from the Lorentz force equation

ayymcp) , / n . « „ g\ /-i i i \
; = e\ti + p x if). 11.1 lj

at
The spin-precession frequency is derivedt as

I _i_ _ I /} _ / >» _L _ _ _ I )} y P /I 12^

The g—2 precession frequency u>0, the difference between the spin precession frequency

a/, and the cyclotron frequency wc, is then

_ dO e f - / 1 \ - ~1
dt me [M \ ** 72 — ly J

If 5 = 2, then the polarization vector J* always maintains its initial orientation with

respect to the velocity vector 0 of the muon. However, if g ^ 2, then after time tf, s

and /? will not be parallel, but will make an angle

The direction of the spin relative to the velocity vector can be determined by observing

the direction of the electrons produced by decay in flight of the muons. Although the

expression of a>a is much more complicated than the case with a pure magnetic field,

the effect of the electric field E can be made zero if the muons have the particular

Lorentz factor

7 = ^/1 + I K S 29.3 (1.15)

which corresponds to a muon momentum of 3.094 GeV/c. Therefore the homogeneous

magnetic field B determines the g—1 precession frequency and the electric quadrupole

*See J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 2nd Ed. (John Wiley & Sons, New York 1975) p.
559.
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field E provides vertical weak-focusing for the muon. The g — 2 precession frequency

uja can be obtained from the decay electron counting data fitted to the equation

N = JVoe-'/T [C + D cos(wot + 4>)), (1.16)

where r is the muon laboratory lifetime (= fT0 where r0 = 2.2 //sec), and JVO, C,

D, and 4> are constants. In order to determine the anomaly, it is necessary to know

a constant A = fi^/fip which is a ratio of the muon magnetic moment to the pro-

ton magnetic moment. The best current value [Coh86] of A utilizes the accurately

measured value of the hyperfine structure interval Av of muonium [Mar82a]

A = ^ = 3.18334547(47) (1.17)

and is accurate to 0.15 ppm. A new experiment [Hug86] is now being developed at

LAMPF to measure Av to 5 ppb and A to 50 ppb. Since the magnetic field B is

measured by a proton resonance frequency up = (ipB/h, the muon anomaly then can

be determine by

• - 5 T T (118)

where R = wo/wp.

A new experiment being developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory to measure

the g — 2 value of the muon will improve the present knowledge of aM by a factor of

20 corresponds to a precision of 0.35 ppm. The motivation of the new muon g — 2

experiment is the following:

1. Since the weak interaction contribution [Jac72, Alt72, Bar72b, Fuj72, Bar72a]

to the muon anomaly is about 40,000 times larger than the one for the electron

case, this effect (~ 1.7 ppm) can be measured. The measurement of the weak

interaction contribution arising from loop diagrams involving W and Z particles

wouid provide a clean test of the renormalization prescription of the unified

electroweak theory.

2. Any speculative theories [Yua84, Arn86, Eic83, Suz85] beyond the Standard

Model would change the muon anomaly and these can be tested by the mea-

surement of the anomaly to 0.35 ppm.
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The improvement in the g — 2 measurement over the previous one will be due to

improved statistics obtainable with the much higher proton beam intensity (~ 100

times) and some improved equipment described below. The use of large-diameter

superconducting coils will improve the field stability because the coil temperature is

well stabilized and the coil and iron temperatures can be well isolated. A supercon-

ducting DC inflector will be utilized instead of a pulsed coaxial line and the magnetic

field leaking into the storage ring can be easily compensated since the field is static.

Pulsed NMR using cylindrical water probes will measure the magnetic field to 0.1

ppm; about 200 fixed probes will be placed outside the vacuum chamber and NMR

trolley capable of moving about the ring inside the vacuum chamber will be used. De-

cay electrons will be detected with electron calorimeters. The principal requirement

on the detector will be the ability to handle high instantaneous rates with a precision

of about 30 ps and the detector planned is a scintillating fiber in a heavy metal.

1.1 Motivation For the Muon Injection Option

The main reason for considering the muon injection option is that it greatly reduces

the "flash" problem that was seen in the CERN experiment [Bai79]. In the CERN

experiment, typically once per 2 seconds a pulse of 1011 protons was ejected, leading

to a pulse of 3 million particles (80% pions and 20% electrons) injected into the ring,

and finally 350 stored muons. Most of the injected particles produced a background

"flash" in the counters and this was the sum of a prompt spike plus a long (5 fisec)

tail, the latter being due chiefly to neutrons. This means that only about 100 ppm of

the pions injected into the storage ring produced stored muons; the rest contributed

to the noise in the detectors. Injecting muons directly into the ring eliminates this

problem. Also, more intensity (about a factor of 6) is possible for a given primary

proton beam. The major problem of the muon-injection approach is that it requires

a full-aperture kicker and its residual magnetic field must be taken into account when

the muons precession frequency is being measured.
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1.2 How Muon Injection Works

In the muon-injection scheme, the muons are brought in to the edge of the storage

region just as the pions are in the pion-injection scheme. However, there is a full-

aperture kicker downstream of the inflector. When the muons are in the kicker region,

the total magnetic field seen by the particle is less than the normal field. This increases

the radius of curvature of the muon trajectory temporarily, decreasing the size of the

angle the trajectory makes with the circular reference trajectory (see Figs. 1.4 and

1.5). The kicker field must be turned off before the first particles injected into the

ring come around again to the kicker. Under the right conditions, a large part of the

muons injected will be stably stored.
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Figure 1.4: Top view of the storage ring. The trajectory of muon beam is shown
here in the case of turned-off kicker.
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Chapter 2

Muon Injection Simulation Code

and Results

To study the muon-injection option, we wrote a simulation code to model the muon

injection process. This code computes the number of stored muons and various other

properties of the stored distribution, given the parameters of the storage ring and

the inflected beam. Originally, this code was written for the Sun workstation and

showed the muon bunch and phase-space projections on the screen in "real time" as

the particles were tracked in the ring. The present version of the code, however, is

designed to be portable and is written in standard FORTRAN 77 and produces only

ASCII files as output.

2.1 Model of Storage Ring and Inflected Beam

The physics of the muon injection is described by an initial-value problem consisting

of the equations of motion and the associated initial conditions. Our model for the

storage ring results in easy-to-handle equations of motion. We make the following

assumptions about the storage ring.

• Weak focusing. We assume that, while the particles are within the transverse

region of the electrodes, they are subject to azimuthally-invariant forces de-

scribed by a field index of n^t = 0.135. We do not take into account the gaps

203
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in the electrodes except in how they change the azimuthal average of the fo-

cusing electric field. We found from the CERN experience that the tune shift,

closed-orbit distortion, and flutter caused by the gaps is not large.

• Muons can move through the electrodes. We assumed the inflected muons can

go through the focusing electrodes and have no other obstructions between the

inflector and the storage region. The muons do not have to pass through the

"region of enlarged outer aperture" or be lost as in the CERN case.

• Kicker strength is constant. We assume that, while the kicker is on, the kicker

field in the kicker region is independent of both position and time. This is a

good approximation because the particles see the kicker field for a time small

compared to the betatron periods.

The initial conditions for our problem are the parameters of the inflected beam.

The beam is characterized by the following.

• Transverse Phase Space. We assumed a uniformly filled 4-D ellipsoid in x, x\ z>

and z'. This is a physically reasonable assumption and means that 2-D projec-

tions (as x-x') in phase space are more dense at the center than at the origin.

• Longitudinal Distribution. We assumed the input beam bunch charge density

was uniform in the longitudinal direction. The results are insensitive to the

actual distribution.

• Momentum Distribution. We assumed the momentum distribution was a Gaus-

sian, truncated at 2(7, uncorrelated to transverse direction.

2.2 Input to the Simulation Code

Here we show the various input quantities that the simulation code requires. For

some of the quantities the FORTRAN variable names are given in parentheses.

Storage Ring Parameters.

1. Radius of storage ring (= rO)
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2. Effective field index n^ (= f ieldn)

3. Storage region radius (= rap)

4. Electrode starting position (= thenl)

5. Magnetic field in the storage region (= f ieldB)

Kicker parameters.

1. Kicker starting position (= startk)

2. Kicker ending position (= endk)

3. Kicker magnetic field (= d«ltaB)

4. Time that kicker is on (= onkick)

5. Time that kicker is off (= of f kick)

Inflected Beam Parameters.

1. Transverse phase space. The regions in (x,x') and {z,z') phase space are de-

scribed in terms of Courant-Snyder* parameters

1sx
2 + 2atxx' + $sx

n < xex (2.1a)

7,*2 + 2axzz' + pxz
n < xex. (2.1b)

Inputs to the simulation code are c (= « , ez), a (= ax, az), and /? (= bx.bz)

for the two directions. The 7 values are not independent but are given by

7 / ? - a a = l (2.2)

All four transverse coordinates are measured relative to offsets (i.e., xc«n,

xpcen, zc«n, and zpc«n), which are input parameters. These offsets determine

the inflector position and orientation.

*E. D. Courant and H. S. Snyder, Ann. Pky$., 3 (1958) 1-48
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2. Longitudinal distribution. The longitudinal position (= th) of a particle is

measured by the azimuthal position in the ring, starting at the inflector exit.

Within the bunch length (= bunlen), the particles are uniformly distributed.

3. Momentum Distribution. The momentum of a particle is described in terms of

its equilibrium orbit position (x0) relative to the center of the storage region

where po is the central momentum, Ap is a shift from the central momentum,

n is the effective field index, and r0 is the storage ring radius. We assume

the momentum distribution is a Gaussian that is truncated at ± 2<r (= ± 2

x xOsig) and centered at the equilibrium orbit position corresponding to the

central momentum (= xOc«n).

Numerical parameters. The following two numbers are not associated with the physics

of the muon injection process but determine the accuracy of our computations.

1. Total number of muons injected (= npart).

2. Total number of integration steps from inflector to end of kicker (= nstap).

2.3 Beam Dynamics

We assume purely weak focusing, so the equations of motion* are given by

x = x0 + ax cos(t/x9 + <t>x) (2.4a)
, dl 1 dX O,tVx . , n , , v /n At \

* = a"*88-—"B(M + ^ ) (2'4b)

z = axcoa(vz$ + <f>x) ( 2 . 4 c )
. dz 1 dz a z u x . / / , . . /_ . ,v

' - «-£*-—•«•* + *>>• (24d)

where

vs = y/l — n and ux = y/n. (2.5)

t j . 3. Livingood, Principles of Cyclic Ptrticle Acceltnton, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,
Princeton, 1961. (Chapter 2)
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In the above, n is the appropriate value of the focusing field index. This is usually

the read-in value of neu scaled by a factor that takes into account that electrodes are

missing in the infiector and kicker regions. If the muon is moving longitudinally in the

inflector or kicker or if it is outside the aperture (electrodes) we use the zero-focusing-

field value of n = 0. Each muon rotates in horizontal phase-space (x,x') around the

equilibrium orbit position (x = xo) until it reaches the kicker. Then the rotation

point shifts to x0 + zkick and the rotation is around that point until the particle

leaves the kicker. The quantity xkick is the amount the equilibrium orbit would shift

if the kicker field were imposed over the full azimuthal extent of the storage ring (see

Fig. 2.1).

After the muons are tracked to a point just past the kicker, they are checked to

determine if they are captured in the storage region. If the apertures determining the

storage region were rectangular then the x and z motions would be uncoupled and

the condition for capture would be the following

ax+ I xo \< a and a, < 6, (2.6)

where a and b are the horizontal and vertical half-apertures. However, in our case we

assume a circular aperture for which the capture condition is given by

xo |)2 + a* < rap, (2.7)

where rap is the radius of aperture. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the situation in the

horizontal and vertical phase spaces, respectively.

2.4 Output of Simulation Code

The following printed output is generated.

• Information on ring and input beam (fields, beam sizes, etc.).

• Some moments of stored beam and rms emittances.

• Fraction of muons stored—the main result.
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The following line-printer graphics are also generated. The figure references in paren-

theses refer to the output corresponding to our standard design, which will be dis-

cussed in the next section. All of these are phase-space scatter plots, showing the

densities in the various 2-D projections of phase space.

• Phase space scatter plots.

- Horizontal and vertical phast space plots for all particles at start (Figs. 2.10

and 2.11).

- Horizontal and vertical phase space plots for all particles at end (Figs. 2.12

and 2.13).

- Horizontal and vertical phase space plots for accepted particles only at end

(Figs. 2.14 and 2.15).

The remainder of the graphical output is generated by codes external to our muon

injection simulation code, using data generated by the simulation code. As above,

the figure references in parentheses refer to the reference design described in the next

section.

• Beam outline in horizontal phase space. These graphs show the behavior of five

representative points in horizontal phase space at the periphery and center of

the distribution. The four points are connected by a smooth curve to form the

"outline" of the beam. The beam is shown at three times: just after inflection,

just before the kick, and just after the kick. We usually make such plots for

the central-momentum (Fig. 2.7), the high-momentum (Fig. 2.8), and the low-

momentum (Fig. 2.9) particles. Connected dotted-lines between outlines show

the trajectory of beam in phase space.

• Histograms. These show the density of the 1-D projections of phase space.

- Initial distribution for horizontal position (Fig. 2.16).

- Initial distribution for horizontal angle (Fig. 2.17).

- Initial distribution for vertical position (Fig. 2.18).
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— Initial distribution for vertical angle (Fig. 2.19).

— Initial distribution for longitudinal position (Fig. 2.20).

— Initial distribution for equilibrium orbit position (Fig. 2.21).

— Time-averaged distribution of horizontal position for stored muons (Fig. 2.22).

— Time-averaged distribution of vertical position for stored muons (Fig. 2.23).

— Time-averaged distribution of equilibrium orbit position for stored muons

(Fig. 2.24).

• Other plots.

— Time-averaged beam spot. This is an x-z scatter plot (Fig. 2.25).

— Fraction of muons stored as a function of the radius of aperture (Fig. 2.26).

This shows how many particles are near the aperture.

2.5 The Reference Design

Here we describe our reference design. This is the best design at the time this report

is being prepared. Some of the parameters of the storage ring being built are slightly

different from our reference design. For example, the ring major radius will not

actually be exactly 7 m in radius. Such differences do not affect the results of our

study. The storage ring parameters are shown in Table 2.1. The kicker parameters

are shown in Table 2.2. The inflected beam parameters are shown in Table 2.3. The

numerical parameters for this simulation are shown in Table 2.4. The geometry of

the storage ring is shown in Figure 2.4.

The tables referred to above show the quantities that are inputs to the simulation

code. Table 2.5 shows some derived quantities that better show the size and position

of the input beam. Since the storage region extends out to 45 mm, the edge of the

beam is 10 mm from the storage region edge.

The actual input file that the simulation code reads is shown in Fig. 2.5. The

printed output of the simulation run is shown in Fig. 2.6. This shows the input

data used for this run and some of the moments of the final beam (including rms
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emittances) and the main result: the fraction of injected muons that are stored. In

this case, we see that 31.5% of the particles are stored.

Before looking at the rest of the output of the simulation, it is useful to look at the

beam outline plots, which were done by a separate program. These outline plots help

us to understand how the injection mechanism works and is often useful in showing

why some designs behave poorly.

These outline plots show five representative points in horizontal phase space: a

point at the center and four on the periphery. The initial beam is seen displaced to

the right of the origin in phase space. This is because the inflector position is just

outside of the storage region, at a radial position larger than that of the storage region.

Figure 2.7 shows the situation for muons of the central momentum (i.e., muons whose

equilibrium orbit is at the center of the storage region). Because the particles have

the central value of momentum, the motion in (x,x') is a rotation about the origin

(x0 = 0 mm). The equilibrium orbit position is marked as "x" in the figure. Besides

the initial condition, the situation just before and just after the kick is also shown.

During the kick, the motion is a rotation about a point (= xo + xkick) on the x axis,

somewhere to the right of the origin. This rotation point is marked as "*" but is

usually not shown in our figures due to its large value in horizontal position. The big

dotted-ellipse represents the acceptance region for central momentum particles. This

acceptance region is given by

x2 + ( ^ ) 2 < r a p 2 (2.8)

Since the outlined beam sits inside the ellipse, the central momentum particles are

all accepted.

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the outline plots for particles of low momenta and high

momenta, respectively. These graphs show that none of the extreme-momentum

particles are close to being accepted. The acceptance region for the off-momentum

particles is a subset of the region of acceptance for the central momentum particles.

This horizontal acceptance region (small dotted-ellipse inside the large one) is given

by

(x - z0)2 + ( ^ ) 2 < (rap- | xo |)2 (2.9)
V-.x
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for

\xo\< rap.

Now let us look at the rest of the output of the simulation code. The input beam

horizontal and vertical phase-space scatter plots are shown in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11,

respectively. Some of the moments of the initial beam and the rms emittances are

shown at the bottom of the scatter plots. The final horizontal and vertical phase-

space scatter plots are shown in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13, respectively. These show all

particles just after the last particle has left the kicker, not just the accepted particles.

As you can see from Fig. 2.12, the distribution is diagonal in horizontal phase-space.

The upper right part of the distribution corresponds to high momentum particles

and lower left part corresponds to the lower momentum particles. This distribution

is already predicted from the beam outline plots (Figs. 2.7,2.8, and 2.9). The scale on

the line-printer scatter plots is that the maximum coordinate and angle visible have

twice the acceptance values (for particles of the central momentum). For example,

in Fig. 2.13, we see that in z', the particles extend just up to the maximum accepted

value and in z, the particles fit in with some room to spare. (Because of this uneven

filling, the distribution is not matched.) Notice that the rms emittance in the z-

direction (= ezras) has grown relative to the initial value and the rms emittance in

the sr-direction (= ezms) is unchanged from its initial value. The momentum spread

is responsible for the growth in the x-direction.

Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the final horizontal and vertical phase-space scatter

plots, respectively, for stored particles only. From the outline plot for central momen-

tum particles (Fig. 2.7) we can expect that the stored particle distribution will have

some tilt against the z-axis. But off-momentum particles smooth out this tilt effect

(i.e., slightly high (low) momentum particles will sit on the upper-right (lower-left)

part of the stored distribution).

We use histograms to show the 1-D distributions. Figures 2.16, 2.17, 2.18, and

2.19 show the density of the initial phase space as functions of x, x', z, and z',

respectively. Figure 2.20 shows the longitudinal spatial distribution of the initial

beam. (It is uniform, except for statistical fluctuations.) Figure 2.21 shows the

initial phase space density as a function of the equilibrium orbit position (momentum
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distribution).

The final distributions as functions of x and z are shown in Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23,

respectively. These are time-averaged distributions. The time-averaged distributions

are different from any instantaneous distribution because the beam is not matched.

The final phase-space density as a function of the equilibrium orbit position (the

momentum distribution) is shown in Fig. 2.24. The final beam spot is shown in

Fig. 2.25. This is an x-z scatter plot, showing the time-averaged distribution.

Figure 2.26 shows an important result. It is the fraction of muons accepted as a

function of aperture radius. The maximum value shown (31.5%) corresponds to the

aperture given in the input file (i.e., for rap = 45 mm). The curve shows how much

the stored muon intensity is reduced as the aperture is reduced. For Figs. 2.16-2.26

we set NPART to be 5000 for better statistics (see Table 2.4).

2.6 Sensitivity to Injected Beam Parameters

We made some tests to determine how sensitive the final stored distribution was to

the intlected beam parameters. First, we varied the x-position of the inflector by 20%

of the beam width. We found the acceptance varied by less than 1% (fraction stored

was 0.312). We observed the beam centroids. The variations, relative to the normal

case, are shown in the table below.

quantity

< x >

<x'>

< z >

<z'>

variation

2

1

0.1

0.1

units

mm
mrad

mm

mrad

Variations in a:-direction force the final beam distribution to be slightly shifted

in positive (negative) x'-direction if the beam is moved close to (away from) the

storage region. The beam center still remains at the center of the storage region.

Our conclusion is that stored muon distribution is very insensitive to the horizontal

position of input beam. This effect can be seen from the beam outline plots for this

situation, Figs. 2.27 and 2.28.
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We also varied the central x' value for our initial distribution by 20% of the x'-

width of the distribution. This is an error in the orientation in the horizontal plane of

the inflector. We found that the acceptance varied by 23% (fraction of muon stored

was 0.244) The changes in the beam centroids that we observed are shown below.

quantity

<x>

<x'>

<z>

<z'>

variation

16

1

0.2
0.1

units

mm

mrad

mm

mrad

If we inject the beam in a slightly different direction, this causes the beam center

to move away from the center of the storage region. Again, this is easy to see on

the beam-outline plots which, for this situation, are shown in Figs. 2.29 and 2.30.

Compare these to the normal case shown in Fig. 2.7. The final distribution is more

sensitive to variations in the initial beam direction than to that in the initial beam

position. However, our conclusion is that the final beam is insensitive to reasonable

variations in the initial angle of injection in the horizontal plane.

We varied the central z value by 20% of the width of the distribution. Figures 2.31

and 2.32 show the vertical phase-space scatter plots for this situation. The fraction

of muons stored was 0.26 (a change of 17%). We found the following changes in the

stored beam centroids.

quantity

< x >

<x'>

<z>

<z'>

variation

0.2

0.1

15
0.1

units

mm

mrad

mm

mrad

Our conclusion is that the stored muon distribution is insensitive to changes in the

inflected beam's z-position.

We varied the central z' value by 20% of the width of the distribution. Figures. 2.33

and 2.34 show the final vertical phase-space scatter plots for this situation. The

fraction of muons accepted was 0.24 (changed by 24%). The following changes in the

beam centroids were observed.
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quantity

<x>
<x'>

<z>

<z'>

variation

0.2
0.1

11

0.8

units

mm

mrad

mm

mrad

Our conclusion is that the stored muon distribution is insensitive to variation in the

inflected beam's z' value.

2.7 Sensitivity to Momentum Distribution

The fraction of muons captured as a function of momentum width of the inflected

muon beam is shown in Fig. 2.35. The width is the \-a value of Ap/p. The point on

the curve corresponding to the reference design is indicated. Since the total number

of muons available at the inflector exit is approximately proportional to the momen-

tum width selected for transport to the storage ring and the off-momentum muons

are captured with small probability, the total number of muons stored would not

be changed drastically by decreasing the momentum width. Figure 2.36 shows the

fraction stored multiplied by the number of muons available at the given Ap/p ts a

function of Ap/p. The point on the curve corresponding to our reference design is

shown. We see that we can cut the momentum width in half and not lose an appre-

ciable number of muons (we are just cutting out the off-momentum muons when we

do this).

2.8 Sensitivity to Kicker Parameters

To determine the sensitivity of the stored muon distribution to the kicker parameters,

we first varied the strength of the kicker by 20%. The fraction of muons captured

went down by less than 3% (fraction stored was 0.306). The following changes in the

stored beam centroids were observed.
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quantity

< x >

<x'>

<z>

<z'>

variation

3.6

1.9

0.1

0.1

units

mm

mrad

mm

mrad

If we vary the kicker strength, then, for the central momentum, the beam center still

ends up close to the center of the storage region. The beam-outline plots Figs. 2.37

and 2.38 show the situation in horizontal phase space. This effect is similar to the

case of x variations. Our conclusion is that the stored muon distribution is insensitive

to kicker fluctuations.

2.9 Alternate Kicker Designs

Because the stored muon beam is not well matched, we believed that some other

injection scheme may exist that can do better. We considered a long kicker, occupying

half of the azimuthal extent of the storage ring. The beam-outline plot for the central

momentum is shown in Fig. 2.39. The match for the central momentum particles

is not any better than for the normal kicker of our reference design. (The shapes

of the injected beam and the acceptance region are not similar.) This graph should

be compared to Fig. 2.7, which shows the situation for the reference design. The

off-momentum particles are even worse matched than before. Figures 2.40 and 2.41

show the beam-outline plots for these. But since the acceptance for the off-momentum

particles is low anyway, the overall capture fraction is not much different from before

— 0.28.

However good the performance, a long magnetic kicker is not practical as it is im-

possible to have electric quadrupoles in the kicker region. But the good performance

of the long kicker means that an electric kicker may be a reasonable alternative. The

long length means the electric fields and voltages are reasonable. We may be able to

use the existing focusing electrodes in a dipole mode. Figure 2.42 shows the potentials

required on the electrodes. The potential drop of 194 kV over the 90 mm aperture

results in a electric field of 2.16 MV/m. (This corresponds to a magnetic kicker of
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strength 0.0072 T.) Because the field is pulsed, these values are probably reasonable.

Also, the aperture can probably be reduced somewhat. The flat-electrode alternative

proposed by Frank Krienen would help here because of the smaller peak field.

The short (normal, reference design case) and long kickers are compared in Ta-

ble 2.6. The magnetic and electric fields required for both *re shown.

2.10 Discussion and Conclusions

We have learned that, from the beam dynamics point of view, the muon injection

scheme is practical. It works and eliminates the flash problem. The sensitivity studies

have shown that the stored muon distribution is not overly sensitive to fluctuations

in either the storage ring parameters or the injected beam parameters. The impact

on the experiment is that it needs the full-aperture kicker. Developing a magnetic

kicker is a major and expensive undertaking. Of course, alternate ways to eliminate

the flash problem may be difficult also. At this point, it appears the muon injection

option should continue to be investigated.

We discovered that a long kicker works about as well as the more obvious short

kicker. This means that electric kicking may be practical. If the focusing electrodes

can be used for kicking in a dipole mode, some of the objections to a kicker (stray

field) will go away.

Our simulation code may need some improvements. It would be good to have a

more realistic model of the ring, including things like gaps in the electrodes, non-

linearities, time-dependence in the focusing and kicking fields, and simulation of the

scraping process. Long time behavior and the loss problem should also be investi-

gated. Finally, this code (or its successor) should be put in a form so that its output

could be used as input for an electron-tracking code so that the whole beam dynamics

of the experiment can be simulated.
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2.11 Tables and Figures

FORTRAN

RO
FIELDN

RAP

THENL

FIELDB

description
Major radius of storage ring
Effective field index
Storage ring radius
Electrodes starting position
Magnetic field

value
7
0.135
45
10
1.47

units
m

mm
degrees
Tesla

Table 2.1: Input variables for storage ring parameters.

FORTRAN

STARTK

ENDK
DELTAB

ONKICK

OFFKICK

description
Kicker starting position
Kicker ending position
Kicker magnetic field
Time that kicker is on
Time that kicker is off

value
77
104
0.03
0
360

units
degrees
degrees
Tesla
degrees
degrees

Table 2.2: Input variables for kicker parameters.
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FORTRAN
AX

BX

EX

AZ

BZ

EZ

XCEN
XPCEN
ZCEN

ZPCEN
BUNLEN

XOCEN

XOSIG

description
Courant-Snyder parameter ax

Courant-Snyder parameter f}x

x-rms emittance tx

Courant-Snyder parameter ax

Courant-Snyder parameter &
z-rms emittance ez

center of x-distribution
center of x'-distribution
center of z-distribution
center of z'-distribution
bunch length
central value of equilibrium orbit shift (momen-
tum)

width (<r value) of equilibrium orbit shift

value
-0.3524

2.391
80.80
0.8528

24.4878
73.95
68.4
0
0
0
1.
0

40.5

units

mm/mrad
mm-mrad

mm/mrad
mm-mrad

mm
mm
mm

degrees
mm

mm

Table 2.3: Input variables for inflected beam parameters.

FORTRAN

NPART
NSTEP

description
Number of muons injected
Total number of time steps

value
1000
100

units

Table 2.4: Input variables for numerical parameters.
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quantity
X

x'
z
z'
th
x0

distribution
unif. in x, x\ z, and z'
unif. in x, x', z, and z'
unif. in x, x', z, and z'
unif. in x, x', z, and z'
uniform
truncated gaussian

minimum
55.1
-5.79
-38.3
-2.15
-1.0
-80.6

maximum
81.8
5.74
41.3
2.15
0.0
80.9

center
68.4
0
0
0
-0.5
0

width
26.7
11.53
79.6
4.30
1.0
161.5

units
mm
mrad
mm
mrad
degrees
mm

Table 2.5: The input beam for the reference design.

length

AB
AB • length
E
V (90 mm)

short kicker
27
3.3
0.03
0.099
9.00
810

long kicker
180
22.0
0.0072
0.158
2.16
194

units
deg
m
T
T-m
MV/m
kV

Table 2.6: Comparison between short and long kickers
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HORIZONTAL PHASE SPACE

end of kick

start of kick

acceptance region

initial beam

Figure 2.1: Horizontal phase space plot for the central momentum particles, (i.e.,
for x0 = 0)
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radius of aperture a_

equilibrium orbit position

Figure 2.2: Capture condition in the horizontal phase space. The quantity ax+ | xo \
should be smaller than the radius of aperture for a muon to be stored.
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Z

Figure 2.3: Capture condition in the vertical phase space. The vertical amplitude
ax should be smaller than the radius of aperture for a muon to be stored.
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Inflector

Electric focusing
electrodes

Kicker

Figure 2.4: Geometry of storage ring. Kicker and focusing electrode's positions are
shown.
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'Muon injection
1000
-0.3524
•t-0.8528

68.4
0.0
1.
7.
77.

' ,Small
100
2.391
24.4876
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.135
104.

r«45

40.5
45.

mm aperture,

80.80
73.95

10.

Gaussian beam.
npart,

. ax,
az,
xcen.
zcen,
bunlen,
rO,
startk,

nstep
bx,
bz,
xpcen
zpcen
xOcen,
fieldn.
endk

Short bunch.

ex
ez

xOsig
rap, the

.0405

-0.03 1.47 0. 360. ! deltaB, fieldB, onkick, offkick

Figure 2.5: The input data file for the reference design.
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Muon g-2 experiment:Mutnject Simulation

Muon Initial conditions:

I npart - 1000 I ntep » 100 I bunlen- l.OOOdeg I I

I xcen - 68.321mm I zcen - 0.267mm | xpcen * 0.049mrad I zpcen « -0.007ntrad|

I xsig - 6.764mn I zsig » 20.538mm I xpsig - 2.845mrad I zpsig « 1.079mr£dl

1

1

1

xmin •

xmax -

xOcen *

55.

81.

-0.

107mm

849mm

106mm

1

1

1

zmin

zmax

xOsig

—38

• 41

« 40

.341mm 1

.344mm 1

.499mm 1

! xpmin

1 xpmax

xOmln

- -5.

- 5.

—80.

790mrad 1

736mrad 1

626mm 1

zpmln
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Figure 2.6: Printed output.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.7: Beam outline plot for central momentum particles.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = 40.5 m m
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Figure 2.8: Beam outline plot for high momentum particles.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = —40.5 m m
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Figure 2.9: Beam outline plot for low momentum particles.
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Figure 2.10: Initial horizontal phase-space scatter plot.
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Figure 2.11: Initial vertical phase-space scatter plot.
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Figure 2.12: Final horizontal phase-space scatter plot.
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Figure 2.13: Final vertical phase-space scatter plot.
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Figure 2.14: Final horizontal phase-space scatter plot for stored particles only.
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Figure 2.15: Final vertical phase-space scatter plot for stored particles only.
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Figure 2.16: Initial distribution of horizontal position.

Figure 2.17: Initial distribution of horizontal angle.
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Figure 2.18: Initial distribution of vertical position.
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Figure 2.19: Initial distribution of vertical angle.
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Figure 2.20: Initial distribution of longitudinal position.

Figure 2.21: Initial distribution of equilibrium orbit position.
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Figure 2.22: Time-averaged distribution of horizontal position for stored muons.
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Figure 2.23: Time averaged distribution of vertical position for stored muons.
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Figure 2.24: Time-averaged distribution of equilibrium orbit position for stored
muons.
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Figure 2.25: Time-averaged distribution of stored muons for horizontal and vertical
positions.
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Figure 2.26: Fraction of muons stored for aperture radius.
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Phase-space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.27: Increase xc«n by 20% of its width.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 m m
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Figure 2.28: Decrease xcsn by 20% of its width.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.29: Increase xpc«n by 20% of its width.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.30: Decrease zpcen by 20% of its value.
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Figure 2.31: Increase zc«n by 20% of its width.
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Figure 2.32: Decrease zcen by 20% of its width.
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Figure 2.33: Increase zpcen by 20% of its width.
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Figure 2.34: Decrease zpcen by 20% of its width.
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Figure 2.35: Fraction of muons stored as a function of inflected beam momentum
width.
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Phase-space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.37: Increase deltaB by 20% of its value.
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Phase-space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.38: Decrease deltaB by 20% of its value.
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Phase-space plot for muons with XO = 0.0 mm
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Figure 2.39: Beam outline plot for central-momentum particles.
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Phase-space plot for muons with XO = 40.5 mm
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Figure 2.40: Beam outline plot for high-momentum particle.
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Phase—space plot for muons with XO = —40.5 m m
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Figure 2.41: Beam outline plot for low-momentum particle.
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Figure 2.42: Electric focusing electrodes in dipole mode.
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